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Abstract

This is a survey of the origins of mathematical interpretations of modal logics, and their d
opment over the last century or so. It focuses on the interconnections betweenalgebraicsemantics
using Boolean algebras with operators andrelational semantics using structures often calledKripke
models.It reviews the ideas of a number of people who independently contributed to the eme
of relational semantics, and compares them with the work of Kripke. It concludes with an acco
several applications of modal model theory to mathematics and theoretical computer science
 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Modal logic was originally conceived as the logic ofnecessaryandpossibletruths. It
is now viewed more broadly as the study of many linguistic constructions that quali
truth conditions of statements, including statements concerning knowledge, belief, t
ral discourse, and ethics. Most recently, modal symbolism and model theory have be
to use in computer science, to formalise reasoning about the way programs behave
express dynamical properties of transitions between states.

Over a period of three decades or so from the early 1930s there evolved two ki
mathematical semantics for modal logic.Algebraicsemantics interprets modal connectiv
as operators on Boolean algebras.Relationalsemantics uses relational structures, of
calledKripke models, whose elements are thought of variously as being possible wo
moments of time, evidential situations, or states of a computer. The two approach
intimately related: the subsets of a relational structure form a modal algebra (Bo
algebra with operators), while conversely any modal algebra can be embedded
E-mail address:rob.goldblatt@vuw.ac.nz (R. Goldblatt).
URL: http://www.mcs.vuw.ac.nz/~rob.
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theory. Techniques from both kinds of semantics have been used to explore the na
modal logic and to clarify its relationship to other formalisms, particularly first and se
order monadic predicate logic.

The aim of this article is to review these developments in a way that provides
insight into how the present came to be as it is. The pervading theme is themathematics
underlying modal logic, and this has at least three dimensions. To begin with there a
new mathematical ideas: when and why they were introduced, and how they interact
evolved. Then there is the use of methods and results from other areas of mathe
logic, algebra and topology in the analysis of modal systems. Finally, there is the ap
tion of modal syntax and semantics to study notions of mathematical and computa
interest.

There has been some mild controversy about priorities in the origin of relational m
theory, and space is devoted to this issue in Section 4. An attempt is made to record
place a sufficiently full account of what was said and done by early contributors to
readers to make their own assessment (although the author does give his).

Despite its length, the article does not purport to give an encyclopaedic covera
the field. For instance, there is much about temporal logic (seeGabbay et al.[77]) and
logics of knowledge (seeFagin et al.[64]) that is not reported here, while the surface
modalpredicatelogic is barely scratched, and proof theory is not discussed at all. I
not attempted to survey the work of the present younger generation of modal logician
Chagrov and Zakharyaschev[34], Kracht [141], andMarx and Venema[171], for exam-
ple). There has been little by way of historical review of work on intensional sema
over the last century, and no doubt there remains room for more.

2. Beginnings

2.1. What is a modality?

Modal logic began with Aristotle’s analysis of statements containing the words “
essary” and “possible”.1 These are but two of a wide range ofmodal connectives, or
modalitiesthat are abundant in natural and technical languages. Briefly, a modality
word or phrase that can be applied to a given statementS to create a new statement th
makes an assertion about themode of truthof S: about when, where or howS is true, or
about the circumstances under whichS may be true. Here are some examples, grou
according to the subject they are naturally associated with

tense logic: henceforth, eventually, hitherto, previously, now,
tomorrow, yesterday, since, until, inevitably, finally,
ultimately, endlessly, it will have been, it is being . . .

1 For the early history of modal logic, including the work of Greek and medieval scholars, seeBochenski
1961 [20] andKneale and Kneale 1962[134]. The Historical Introduction to Lemmon [156] gives a brief b
informative sketch.
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epistemic logic: it is known toX that, it is common knowledge that
doxastic logic: it is believed that
dynamic logic: after the program/computation/action finishes,

the program enables, throughout the computation
geometric logic: it is locally the case that
metalogic: it is valid/satisfiable/provable/consistent that

The key to understanding therelational modal semantics is that many modalities come
dual pairs, with one of the pair having an interpretation as a universal quantifier (“
. . . ”) and the other as an existential quantifier (“in some . . . ”). This isillustrated by the
following interpretations, the first being famously attributed to Leibniz (see Section 4

necessarily in all possible worlds
possibly in some possible world

henceforth at all future times
eventually at some future time

it is valid that in all models
it is satisfiable that in some model

after the program finishes after all terminating executions
the program enables there is a terminating execution such that

It is now common to use the symbol� for a modality of universal character, and✸ for
its existential dual. In systems based on classical truth-functional logic,� is equivalent
to ¬✸¬, and✸ to ¬�¬, where¬ is the negation connective. Thus “necessarily” me
“not possibly not”, “eventually” means “not henceforth not”, a statement is valid whe
negation is not satisfiable, etc.

Notation
Rather than trying to accommodate all the different notations used for truth-func

connectives by different authors over the years, we will fix on the symbols∧, ∨, ¬, →
and↔ for conjunction, disjunction, negation, (material) implication, and (material) eq
alence. The symbol� is used for a constant true formula, equivalent to any tautol
while ⊥ is a constant false formula, equivalent to¬�. We also use� and⊥ as symbols
for truth values.

The standard syntax for propositional modal logic is based on a countably infini
p0,p1, . . . of propositional variables, for which we typically use the lettersp,q, r. Formu-
las are generated from these variables by means of the above connectives and the
� and✸. There are of course a number of options about which of these to take as
itive symbols, and which to define in terms of primitives. When describing the wo
different authors we will sometimes use their original symbols for modalities, suchM
for possibly, L orN for necessarily, and other conventions for deontic and tense logic

The symbol�n stands for a sequence�� · · ·� of n copies of�, and likewise✸n for✸✸ · · ·✸ (n times).
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A systematic notation will also be employed for Boolean algebras: the symbols+ , · , −
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denote the operations of sum (join), product (meet), and complement in a Boolean a
and 0 and 1 are the greatest and least elements under the ordering� given byx � y iff
x · y = x. The supremum (sum) and infimum (product) of a setX of elements will be
denoted

∑
X and

∏
X (when they exist).

2.2. MacColl’s iterated modalities

The first substantial algebraic analysis of modalised statements was carried out b
MacColl, in a series of papers that appeared inMind between 1880 and 1906 under the ti
Symbolical Reasoning,2 as well as in other papers and his book [163] of 1906. Mac
symbolised the conjunction of two statementsa andb by their concatenationab, useda+b

for their disjunction, and wrotea : b for the statement “a impliesb”, which he said could be
read “if a is true, thenb must be true”, or “whenevera is true,b is also true”. The equatio
a = b was used for the assertion thata andb are equivalent, meaning that each impl
the other. Thusa = b is itself equivalent to the “compound implication”(a : b)(b : a), an
observation that was rendered symbolically by the equation(a = b)= (a : b)(b : a).

MacColl wrotea′ for the “denial” or “negative” of statementa, and stated that(a′ + b)′
is equivalent toab′. However, whilea′ + b is a “necessary consequence” ofa : b (written
(a : b) : a′ + b ), he argued that the two formulas are not equivalent because their d
are not equivalent, claiming that the denial ofa : b “only asserts thepossibilityof the com-
binationab′ ”, while the denial ofa′ + b “asserts thecertaintyof the same combination”.3

Boole had writtena = 1 anda = 0 for “a is true” and “a is false”, giving a tempo
ral reading of these asalways trueandalways falserespectively (seeBoole 1854[21],
Chapter XI). MacColl invoked the lettersε andη to stand for certainty and impossibilit
initially describing them as replacements for 1 and 0, and then introduced a third lettθ to
denote a statement that was neither certain nor impossible, and hence was “avariable(nei-
ther always true nor always false)”. He wrote the equations(a = ε), (b = η) and(c = θ)

to express thata is a certainty,b is an impossibility, andc is a variable. Then he change
these to the symbolsaε, bη, cθ , and went on to writeaτ for “a is true” andaι for “a is
false”, noting that a true statement is “not necessarily a certainty” and a false one
necessarily impossible”. In these terms he stated thata : b is equivalent both to(a.b′)η (“it
is impossible thata and notb”) and to(a′ + b)ε (“it is certain that either nota or b”).

Once the step to this superscript notation had been taken, it was evident that it co
repeated, giving an easy notation for iterations of modalities. MacColl gave the exam
Aηιεε as “it is certain that it is certain that it is false that it is impossible thatA”, abbreviated
this to “it is certain thata is certainly possible”, and observed that

2 A listing of these papers is given in the Bibliography ofLewis 1918[158] and on p. 132 of Church’s bib
liography in volume 1 ofThe Journal of Symbolic Logic. A comprehensive bibliography of MacColl’s works
given inAstroh and Klüwer 1998[3].

3 This appears to conflict with his earlier claim that the denial ofa′ + b is equivalent toab′ . “Actuality” may
be a better word than “certainty” to express what he meant here (seeMind, Vol. 5, 1880, p. 54).
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Probably no reader—at least no English reader, born and brought up in England—can go t
the full unabbreviated translation of this symbolic statementAηιεε into ordinary speech withou
being forcibly reminded of a certain nursery composition, whose ever-increasing accumu
of thatsaffords such pleasure to the infantile mind; I allude, of course, to “The House tha
Built”. But trivial matters in appearance often supply excellent illustrations of important ge
principles.4

There has been a recent revival of interest in MacColl, with a special issue of the N
Journal of Philosophical Logic5 devoted to studies of his work. In particular the arti
Read 1998[213] analyses the principles of modal algebra proposed by MacColl and a
that together they correspond to the modal logic T, later developed by Feys and von W
that is described at the end of Section 2.4 below.

2.3. The Lewis systems

MacColl’s papers are similar in style to earlier nineteenth century logicians. They
a descriptive account of the meanings and properties of logical operations but, in c
to contemporary expectations, provide neither a formal definition of the class of fo
las dealt with nor an axiomatisation of operations in the sense of a rigorous deduc
theorems from a given set of principles (axioms) by means of explicitly stated rules
ference. The first truly modern formal axiom systems for modal logic are due to C.I. L
who defined five different ones, S1–S5, in Appendix II of the bookSymbolic Logic[159] of
1932 that he wrote with C.H. Langford. Lewis had begun in a paper of 1912 [157, p
with a concern that

the expositors of the algebra of logic have not always taken pains to indicate that there is a
ence between the algebraic and ordinary meanings of implication.

He observed that the algebraic meaning, as used in thePrincipia Mathematicaof Russell
and Whitehead, leads to the “startling theorems” that a false proposition implies any p
sition, and a true proposition is implied by any proposition. These so-calledparadoxes of
material implicationtake the symbolic forms

¬α → (α → β),

α → (β → α).

For Lewis the ordinary meaning of “α impliesβ” is thatβ can bevalidly inferred6 fromα,
or isdeducible7 from α, an interpretation that he considered was not subject to these
doxes. Taking “α implies β” as synonymous with “either not-α or β”, he distinguished
extensionaland intensionalmeanings of disjunction, providing two meanings for “im
plies”. Extensional disjunction is the usual truth-functional “or”, which gives thematerial
4 Mind (New Series), Vol. 9, 1900, p. 75.
5 Vol 3 no. 1, Dec 1998, available athttp://www.hf.uio.no/filosofi/njpl/vol3no1/index.html.
6 [157, p. 527].
7 [159, p. 122].
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is such that at least one of the disjoined propositions is “necessarily” true.8

That reading produces Lewis’ “ordinary” implication, which he also dubbed “strict”, m
ing that “it is impossible(or logically inconceivable9) thatα is true andβ is false”.

The system of Lewis’s 1918 bookA Survey of Symbolic Logic[158] used a primitive
impossibilityoperator to define strict implication. This later became the system S3 of [
which introduced instead the symbol✸ for possibility, but Lewis decided that he wish
S2 to be regarded as the correct system for strict implication. The systems were d
with negation, conjunction, and possibility as their primitive connectives, but he ma
use of a symbol for the dual combination¬✸¬.10 For strict implication the symbol—3 was
used, withα —3 β being a definitional abbreviation for¬✸(α ∧ ¬β). Strict equivalence
(α = β) was defined as(α —3 β)∧ (β —3 α).

Here now are definitions of S1–S5 in Lewis’s style, presented both to facilitate di
sion of later developments and to convey some of the character of his approach. Sys
has the axioms11

(p ∧ q)—3 (q ∧ p),

(p ∧ q)—3 p,
p —3 (p ∧ p),(
(p ∧ q)∧ r

)
—3

(
p ∧ (q ∧ r)

)
,(

(p —3 q)∧ (q —3 r)
)

—3 (p —3 r),(
p ∧ (p —3 q)

)
—3 q,

wherep,q, r are propositional variables, and the following rules of inference.

• Uniform substitutionof formulas for propositional variables.
• Substitution of strict equivalents: from (α = β) andγ infer any formula obtained from
γ by substitutingβ for some occurrence(s) ofα.

• Adjunction: from α andβ infer α ∧ β .
• Strict detachment: from α andα —3 β infer β .12

System S2 is obtained by adding the axiom✸(p ∧ q)—3 ✸p to the basis for S1. S3 is S
plus the axiom(p —3 q)—3 (¬✸q —3 ¬✸p). S4 is S1 plus✸✸p —3 ✸p, or equivalently
�p —3 ��p. S5 is S1 plus✸p —3 �✸p.

8 [157, p. 523].
9 [159, p. 161].

10 The dual symbol� was later devised by F.B. Fitch and first appeared in print in 1946 in a paper of R. Ba
See footnote 425 ofHughes and Cresswell[121].

11 Originally p —3 ¬¬p was included as an axiom, but this was shown to be redundant by McKinsey (1
12 Lewis used the name “Inference” for the rule of strict detachment. He also used “assert” rather than

in these rules.
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a paper of Oskar Becker in 1930 [7]. His motivation was to find axioms that reduce
number of logically non-equivalent combinations that could be formed from the co
tives “not” and “impossible”. He also considered the formulap —3 ¬✸¬✸p, and called it
the “Brouwersche axiom”. The connection with Brouwer is remote: if “not” is translate
“impossible” (¬✸), and “implies” to its strict version, then the intuitionistically accepta
principlep → ¬¬p becomes the Brouwersche axiom.

2.4. Gödel on provability as a modality

Gödel in [83] reviewed Becker’s article [7]. In reference to Becker’s discussion of
nections between modal logic and intuitionistic logic he wrote

It seems doubtful, however, that the steps here taken to deal with this problem on a forma
will lead to success.

He subsequently took up this problem himself with great success, and at the sam
simplified the way that modal logics are presented. The Lewis systems contain all
functional tautologies as theorems, but it requires an extensive analysis to demo
this.13 Such effort would be unnecessary if the systems were defined by directly exte
a basis for the standard propositional calculus. That approach was first used in th
note “An interpretation of the intuitionistic propositional calculus” [84], published in
proceedings of Karl Menger’s mathematical colloquium at the University of Vienn
1931–32. Gödel formalised assertions ofprovabilityby a propositional connectiveB (from
“beweisbar”), readingBα as “α is provable”. He defined a system which has, in addi
to the axioms and rules of ordinary propositional calculus, the axioms

Bp → p,

Bp → (
B(p → q)→ Bq

)
,

Bp → BBp,

and the inference rule:fromα infer Bα. He stated that this system is equivalent to Lew
S4 whenBα is translated as�α.14 Then he gave the following two translations of prop
sitional formulas

p p

¬α ¬Bα
α → β Bα → Bβ

α ∨ β Bα ∨Bβ

α ∧ β α ∧ β

p p

¬α B¬Bα
α → β Bα → Bβ

α ∨ β Bα ∨Bβ

α ∧ β Bα ∧Bβ

and asserted that in each case the translation of any theorem of Heyting’s intuiti
propositional calculus15 is derivable in his system, adding that “presumably” the conv

13 SeeHughes and Cresswell[121, pp. 218–223].
14 More precisely, he stated that it is equivalent to Lewis’s System of Strict Implication supplement

Becker’s axiom�p —3 ��p. It is unlikely that he was aware of the name “S4” at that time.
15 Heyting published this calculus in 1930.
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is true as well. He also asserted that the translation ofp ∨ ¬p is not derivable, and that
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a formula of the formBα ∨ Bβ is derivable only when one ofBα andBβ is derivable.
Proofs of these claims first appeared inMcKinsey and Tarski[178] (see Section 3.2).

Those familiar with later developments will recognise the pregnancy of this brief
of scarcely more than a page. Its translations provided an important connection be
intuitionistic and modal logic that contributed to the development both of topologica
terpretations and of Kripke semantics for intuitionistic logic. Its ideas also formed
precursor to the substantial branch of modal logic concerned with the modality “it is
able in Peano arithmetic that”. We will return to these matters below (see Section 3.
7.6).

It is now standard practice to present modal logics in the axiomatic style of Göde
notion ofa logic refers to any setΛ of formulas that includes all truth-functional tautol
gies and is closed under the rules of uniform substitution for variables and detachm
material implication. The formulas belonging toΛ are theΛ-theorems, and are also sai
to beΛ-provable. A logic is callednormal if it includes Gödel’s second axiom, which
usually presented (with� in place ofB) as

�(p → q)→ (�p → �q),

and has the rule ofNecessitation: from α infer �α. S5 can be defined as the norm
logic obtained by adding the axiomp → �✸p to Gödel’s axiomatisation of S4. Followin
Becker [7],p → �✸p is called theBrouwerianaxiom. The smallest normal logic is com
monly called K, in honour of Kripke. The normal logic obtained by adding the first G
axiom�p → p to K is known as T. That system was first defined by Feys16 in 1937 by
dropping Gödel’s third axiom from S4. T is equivalent to the system M ofvon Wright 1951
[271]. TheBrouwerian systemB is the normal logic obtained by adding the Brouwer
axiom to T.

The first formulation of thenon-normalsystems S1–S3 in the Gödel style was m
in Lemmon 1957[153], which also introduced a series of systems E1–E5 designed
“epistemic” counterparts to S1–S5. These systems have no theorems of the form�α, and
in place of Necessitation they have the rulefrom α → β infer �α → �β . Lemmon sug-
gests that they capture the reading of� as “it is scientifically but not logically necessa
that”.

3. Modal algebras

Modern propositional logic began as algebra, in the thought of Boole. We have se
the same was true for modern modal logic, in the thought of MacColl. By the time th
Lewis systems appeared, algebra was well-established as a postulational science,
study of the very notion ofan abstract algebrawas being pursued seeBirkhoff 1933[13]
and1935 [14]. Over the next few years, algebraic techniques were applied to the
of modal systems, usingmodal algebras: Boolean algebras with an additional operat

16 Who called it “t”.
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operators were developed, beginning with the Stone representation of Boolean a
(Stone 1936[239]), and these were to have a significant impact on semantical stud
modal logic.

3.1. McKinsey and the finite model property

McKinsey in a 1941 paper [174] showed that there is an algorithm for deciding wh
any given formula is a theorem of S2, and likewise for S4. His method was to show
if a formula is not a theorem of the logic, then it is falsified by some finite model w
satisfies the logic. This property was dubbed thefinite model propertyin 1958 by Ronald
Harrop [109], who proved the general result that any finitely axiomatisable proposi
logicΛ with the finite model property is decidable. The gist of Harrop’s argument was
finite axiomatisability guarantees thatΛ is effectively enumerable, while the two propert
together guarantee the same for the complement ofΛ. By enumerating the finite mode
and the formulas, and at the same time systematically testing formulas for satisfac
these models, a list can be effectively generated of those formulas that are falsifi
some finite model which satisfies the axioms ofΛ. By the finite model property this is jus
a listing of all the non-theorems ofΛ.

McKinsey actually showed something stronger: the size of a falsifying model for a
theoremα is bounded above by a number that depends computably on the size ofα. Thus
to decide ifα is a theorem it suffices to generate all finite models up to a prescribed b
However this did not yield afeasiblealgorithm: the proof for S2 gave an upper bound
22n+1

, doubly exponential in the numbern of subformulas ofα.
McKinsey’s construction is worth outlining, since it was an important innovation

has been adapted numerous times to other propositional logics (as he suggested
be), and has been generalised to other contexts, as we shall see. He used models of
(K,D, − , ∗ , ·), calledmatrices, where− , ∗ , · are operations on a setK for evaluating
the connectives¬, ✸, and∧, while D is a set ofdesignatedelements ofK. A formula
α is satisfiedby such a matrix if every assignment of elements ofK to the variables ofα
results inα being evaluated to a member of the subsetD. These structures abstract from t
tables of values, with designated elements, used to define propositional logics and
the independence of axioms. Their use as a general method for constructing logical s
is due to Alfred Tarski.17

A logic is characterisedby a matrix if the matrix satisfies the theorems of the logic
no other formulas. Structures of this kind had been developed for S2 in 1937 by
ington [122], who gave the concrete example ofK being the class of “propositions” an
D the subclass of those that are “asserted” or “demonstrable”, describing this subc
“corresponding roughly to the Frege assertion sign”.

17 The historical origins of the “matrix method” are described inŁukasiewicz and Tarski 1930[162]. See
footnotes on pages 40 and 43 of the English translation of this article inTarski 1956[250].
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x, y ∈D implies x ·y ∈D,

x, (x ⇒ y) ∈D implies y ∈D,

(x ⇔ y) ∈D implies x = y,

where (x ⇒ y) = −∗(x · . − y) and (x ⇔ y) = (x ⇒ y) · (y ⇒ x) are the operation
interpreting strict implication and strict equivalence inK. These closure conditions onD
are intended to correspond to Lewis’ deduction rules of adjunction, strict detachmen
substitution of strict equivalents. In a normal S2-matrix,(K, − , ·) is a Boolean algebra i
whichD is a filter. Hence the greatest element 1 is always designated. McKinsey sh
that there exists an infinite18 normal matrix that characterises S2, using what he desc
as an unpublished method due to Lindenbaum that was explained to him by Tars
which applies to any propositional calculus that has the rule of uniform substitutio
variables. Taking(K, − , ∗ , ·) as the algebra of formulas, with−α = ¬α, ∗a = ✸α and
α ·β = α∧β , and withD as the set of S2-theorems, gives a characteristic S2-matrix w
satisfies all but the last normality condition onD. Since that condition is needed to ma
the matrix into a Boolean algebra, it is imposed by identifying formulasα,β whenever
(α ⇔ β) ∈D. The resulting quotient matrix is the one desired, and is what is now w
known as theLindenbaum algebraof the logic. Its designated elements are the equivale
classes of the theorems.

Now if α is a formula that not an S2-theorem, then there is some evaluation in this
denbaum algebra that fails to satisfyα. Let x1, . . . , xn be the values of all the subformul
of α in this evaluation, and letK1 be the Boolean subalgebra generated by then+ 1 el-
ementsx1, . . . , xn,

∗0. ThenK1 has at most 22
n+1

members. Define an element ofK1 to
be designated iff it was designated in the ambient Lindenbaum algebra. McKinsey s
how to define an operation∗1 onK1 such that∗1x =∗ x wheneverx and∗x are both inK1:

∗1x =
∏{∗

y ∈K1: x � y ∈K1
}
.

The upshot was to turnK1 into a finite S2-matrix in which the original falsifying evaluatio
of α can be reproduced.

This same construction shows that S4 has the finite model property, with the
simplification that the element∗0 does not have to be worried about, since∗0 = 0 in any
normal S4-matrix (so the computable upper bound becomes 22n ). The Lindenbaum algebr
for S4 has only its greatest element designated, i.e., D= {1}, because(α—3β)∧ (β —3α)
is an S4-theorem wheneverα andβ are, putting all theorems into the same equivale
class. This is a fact that applies to any logic that has the rule of Necessitation, and it
algebraic models for normal logics to be confined to those that just designate 1.

3.2. Topology for S4

Topological interpretations of modalities were given in a 1938 paper of Tang T
Chen [244], which proposed that “the algebraic postulates for the Lewis calculus of

18 Dugundi in 1940 [53] had proved that none of S1–S5 has afinite characteristic matrix.
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x∞ · x = x∞ and (x · y)∞ = x∞ · y∞. The symbol✸ was used for the dual operatio✸x = −(−x)∞. The notation� x was defined to mean that 1∞ � x, and it was shown
that � x holds wheneverx is any evaluation of a theorem of S2. In effect this says
puttingD = {x: 1∞ � x} turns one of these algebras into an S2-matrix. In fact if 1∞ = 1,
or equivalently✸0= 0, it also satisfies S4. But S4 was not mentioned in this paper.

A “geometric” meaning was proposed for the new operations by takingx∞ to be the
interior of a subsetx of the Euclidean plane, in which case✸x is thetopological closure
of x, i.e., the smallest closed superset ofx. If the greatest element 1 of the algebra is
whole plane, or any open set, then in that case 1∞ = 1, but it is evident that Tang di
not intend this, since the paper has a footnote explaining that another geometric m
of x∞ can be obtained by letting 1∞ be some subset of the plane, possibly even a
element subset, and definingx∞ to bex ·1∞. (This construction could be carried out in a
Boolean algebra by fixing 1∞ arbitrarily.) It appears then that the best way to unders
Tang’s first geometric meaning is that the ambient Boolean algebra should be the po
algebraP(S) of all subsets of some subsetS of the Euclidean plane, with “interior” an
“closure” being taken in the subspace topology onS.

Now a well-known method, due to Kuratowski, for defining a topology on an arbi
setS is to give aclosure operationX �→ CX on subsetsX of S, i.e., an operation satisfyin
C∅ = ∅, C(X ∪ Y )= CX ∪ CY andX ⊆ CX = CX. Then a setX is closediff CX = X,
andopeniff its complement inS is closed. Any topological space can be presented in
way, withCX being the topological closure ofX.

McKinsey and Tarski’s 1944 paper [176] undertook an abstract algebraic study o
sure operations by defining aclosure algebrato be any Boolean algebra with a una
operationC satisfying Kuratowski’s axioms. The operation∗ on an S4-matrix satisfie
these axioms, and McKinsey had shown in his work [174] on S4 that anyfinite normal
S4-matrix can be represented as the closure algebra of all subsets of some top
space, using the representation of a finite Boolean algebra as the powerset algeb
set of atoms. McKinsey and Tarski now extended this representation to arbitrary c
algebras. Combining the Stone representation of Boolean algebras with the idea of∗

1-
operation from McKinsey’s finite model construction they showed that any closure al
is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the closure algebra of subsets of some topologica
They gave a deep algebraic analysis of the class of closure algebras, including such
as the following.

(1) The closure algebra of any zero-dimensional dense-in-itself subspace of a Eu
space (e.g., Cantor’s discontinuum or the space of points with rational coordi
includes isomorphic copies of all finite closure algebras as subalgebras.

(2) Every finite closure algebra is isomorphic embeddable into the closure algebra o
sets of someopensubset of Euclidean space.

(3) An equation that is satisfied by the closure algebra of any Euclidean space is s
by every closure algebra.

(4) An equation that is satisfied by all finite closure algebras is satisfied by every c
algebra (this is an analogue of McKinsey’s finite model property for S4).
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(5) If an equation of the formCσ · Cτ = 0 is satisfied by all closure algebras, then so is
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one of the equationsσ = 0 andτ = 0.

The proof of result (5) involved taking the direct product of two closure algebras
each reject one of the equationsσ = 0 andτ = 0, and then embedding this direct produ
into another closure algebra that iswell-connected, meaning that ifx andy are non-zero
elements, thenCx ·Cy �= 0. The result itself is equivalent to the assertion that if the equa
Iσ + Iτ = 1 is satisfied by all closure algebras, then so is one of the equationsσ = 1 and
τ = 1, whereI = −C− is the abstractinterior operator dual toC. This is an algebraic
version of one of the facts about S4 stated inGödel 1933[84] (see later in this section).

In a sequel article of 1946 [177], McKinsey and Tarski studied the algebra ofclosed
(i.e., Cx = x) elements of a closure algebra. These form a sublattice with opera
x − y = C(x · −y) and �x = 1 − x = C−x. An axiomatisation of these algebras w
given in the form of an equational definition of certainBrouwerianalgebras of the type
(K, + , ·, − , 1), and a proof that every Brouwerian algebra is isomorphic to a subalg
of the Brouwerian algebra of closed sets of some topological space. Results were
for Brouwerian algebras that are analogous to results (1)–(5) above for closure alg
with the analogue of (5) being:

(6) If the equationσ · τ = 0 is satisfied by all Brouwerian algebras, then so is one o
equationsσ = 0 andτ = 0.

Brouwerian algebras are so named because they provide models of the intuitionistic
sitional calculus IPC. This works in a way that isdualto the method that has been describ
for evaluating modal formulas, in that 0 is the unique designated element;∧ is interpreted
as the lattice sum/join operation+ ; ∨ is interpreted as lattice product/meet· ; → is in-
terpreted as the operation÷ defined byx ÷ y = y − x; and¬ is interpreted as the unar
operationx ÷ 1= �x.

The algebra ofopen(i.e., Ix = x) elements of a closure algebra also form a sublat
that is a model of intuitionistic logic. It relates more naturally to the Boolean sema
in that 1 is designated and∧ and∨ are interpreted as· and+. Implication is interpreted
by the operationx ⇒ y = I(−x + y)= −C(x ·−y) and negation by−x = x ⇒ 0 = I−x.
This topological interpretation had been developed in the mid-1930’s by Tarski [245
Marshall Stone [240] who independently observed that the latticeO(S) of open subsets o
a topological spaceS is a model of IPC under the operations just described. Tarski
this further to identify a large class of spaces, including all Euclidean spaces, for
O(S) exactly characterises IPC.

The abstract algebras(K, + , ·, ⇒ , 0) that can be isomorphically embedded into on
of the typeO(S) form an equationally defined class. They are commonly known asHeyting
algebras, or pseudo-Boolean algebras. The relationship between Brouwerian and Heyt
algebras as models is further clarified by the description of Kripke’s semantics fo
given in Section 7.6.

McKinsey and Tarski applied their work on the algebra of topology to S4 and intui
istic logic in their 1948 paper [178], which uses closure algebras with just 1 desig
to model S4, and Brouwerian algebras in the manner just explained to model Hey
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the class of (finite) closure algebras, as well as the closure algebra of any Euclidean
or of any zero-dimensional dense-in-itself subspace of Euclidean space. Hence in v
result (5), the claim ofGödel 1933[84] follows: if �α ∨ �β is an S4-theorem, then so
one ofα andβ , therefore so is one of�α and�β by the rule of Necessitation. Similarl
result (6) gives a proof of thedisjunction propertyfor IPC: if α ∨ β is a theorem, then s
is one ofα andβ . The final section of the paper uses the relationships between Br
erian and closure algebras to verify the correctness of the two translations of IPC i
conjectured in Godël’s paper, and introduced a new one:

p �p

¬α �¬α
α → β �(α → β) (i.e.,α —3 β)
α ∨ β α ∨ β

α ∧ β α ∧ β

It is this translation that inspired Kripke [147] to derive his semantics for intuitionistic l
from his model theory for S4 (see Section 7.6).

Another significant result of the 1948 paper is that S5 is characterised by the cl
all closure algebras in which each closed element is also open. Structures of th
were later dubbedmonadic algebrasby Halmos in his study of the algebraic properties
quantifiers (seeHalmos 1962[102]). The connection is natural: the modalities� and✸
have the same formal properties in S5 as do the quantifiers∀ and∃ in classical logic. The
polyadicalgebras of Halmos and thecylindric algebras of Tarski and his co-research
(seeHenkin, Monk and Tarski 1971[112]) have a family of pairwise commuting closu
operators for which each closed element is open.

Any Boolean algebra can be made into a monadic algebra by definingC0 = 0 and
otherwiseCx = 1. These are thesimple19 monadic algebras. LetAn be the simple monadi
algebra defined on the finite Boolean algebra withn atoms, viewed as a matrix with only
designated. Then S5 is characterised by the set of all theseAn’s. This was shown by Schille
Joe Scroggs in [219] (1951), written as a Masters thesis under McKinsey’s direction,
analysis established that every finite monadic algebra is a direct product ofAn’s. Scroggs
used this to prove that each proper extension of S5 is equal to the logic charac
by someAn, and so has a finite characteristic matrix. By “extension” here is mean
logic that includes all S5-theorems and is closed under the rules of uniform subst
for variables and detachment for material implication. Scroggs was able to show fro
characterisation that any such extension of S5 is closed under the Necessitation
well, and so is a normal logic.

Another notable paper on S5 algebras from this era isDavis 1954[48], based on a
1950 doctoral thesis supervised by Garrett Birkhoff. This describes the correspon
between equivalence relations on a set and S5 operations on its powerset Boolean
a correspondence between algebras with two S5 operations and theprojectivealgebras of
Everettt and Ulam 1946[63]; and the use of several S5 operators to provide a Boo
model of features of first-order logic.

19 In the technical algebraic sense of having no non-trivial congruences.
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3.3. BAOs: The theory of Jónsson and Tarski
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The notion of aBoolean algebra with operators(BAO) was introduced by Jónsson a
Tarski in the 1948 abstract [127], with the details of their announced results being pre
in 1951 [128]. That work contains representations of algebras that could immediatel
been applied to give new characterisations of modal systems. But the paper was ove
by modal logicians, who were still publishing re-discoveries of some of its results fi
years later.

A unary functionf on a Boolean algebra is anoperatorif it is additive, i.e.,f (x+y)=
f (x)+ f (y). f is completely additiveif f (

∑
X) = ∑

f (X) whenever
∑

X exists, and
is normal if f (0)= 0. A function of more than one argument is an operator/is comple
additive/is normal when it is has the corresponding property separately in each arg
A BAO is an algebraA = (B, fi : i ∈ I), where thefi ’s are all operators on the Boolea
algebraB.

The Extension Theoremof Jónsson and Tarski showed that any BAOA can be em-
bedded isomorphically into a complete and atomic BAOAσ which they called aperfect
extensionof A. The construction built on Stone’s embedding of a Boolean algebraB into
a complete and atomic oneBσ , with each operatorfi of A being extended to an operat
f σ
i on Bσ that iscompletelyadditive, and is normal iffi is normal. The notion of perfec

extension was defined by three properties that determineAσ uniquely up to a unique iso
morphism overA and give an algebraic characterisation of the structures that arise
Stone’s topological representation theory. These properties can be stated as follows

(i) For any distinct atomsx, y of Aσ there exists an elementa of A with x � a and
y � −a.

(ii) If a subsetX of A has
∑

X = 1 in Aσ , then some finite subsetX0 of X has
∑

X0 = 1.
(iii) f σ

i (x)= ∏{fi(y): x � y ∈ An} whenfi is n-ary and the terms of then-tuplex are
atoms or 0.

Property (i) corresponds to the Hausdorff separation property of the Stone spaceB,
while (ii) is an algebraic formulation of the compactness of that space. The mean
(iii) will be explained below.

Jónsson and Tarski showed that any equation satisfied byA will also be satisfied by
Aσ if it does not involve Boolean complementation (i.e., refers only to+, ·,0,1 and the
operatorsfi ). More generally, perfect extensions were shown to preserve any implic
of the form(t = 0 → u = v) whose termst, u, v do not involve complementation. The
then established a fundamental representation of normaln-ary operators in terms ofn+ 1-
ary relations. This was based on a bijective correspondence between normalcompletely
additiven-ary operatorsf on a powerset Boolean algebraP(S) andn + 1-ary relations
Rf ⊆ Sn+1. Here

Rf (x0, . . . , xn−1, y) iff y ∈ f ({x0}, . . . , {xn−1}).
Under this bijection an arbitraryR ⊆ Sn+1 corresponds to then-ary operatorfR onP(S),
where

y ∈ fR(X0, . . . ,Xn−1) iff R(x0, . . . , xn−1, y) for some elementsxi ∈Xi.
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Thus any relational structureS = (S,Ri : i ∈ I) whatsoever gives rise to the complete
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Cm S = (
P(S), fRi : i ∈ I

)
of all subsets ofS with the completely additive normal operatorsfRi . Conversely, any
complete and atomic BAO whose operators are normal and completely additive was
to be isomorphic toCm S for some structureS [128, Theorem 3.9]. This representati
is relevant to an understanding of theincompletenessphenomenon to be discussed la
in Section 6.1. When applied to the perfect extensionAσ of a BAO A, it can be seen a
defining a relational structure on the Stone space ofA. This is now known as thecanonical
structureof A, denotedCst A, and its role will be explained further in Section 6.5. T
above property (iii) expresses the fact that inCst A, if R is the relation corresponding t
somen-ary operatorf σ

i , then for each pointy the set
{〈x0, . . . , xn−1〉: R(x0, . . . , xn−1, y)

}
is closed in then-fold product of the Stone space topology.

Cm S is the complex algebra ofS, and any subalgebra ofCm S is a complex algebra.
This terminology derives from an old usage of the word “complex” introduced into g
theory by Frobenius in the (pre-set-theoretic) 1880’s to mean a collection of elemen
group. Thebinaryproduct

HK = {hk: h ∈H andk ∈K}
of subsets (complexes)H,K of a groupG is precisely the operatorfR on P(G) corre-
sponding to theternarygraph

R = {
(h, k,hk): h, k ∈G

}
of the group operation.

Combining the Extension Theorem with the representation of a complete atomic a
(like Aσ ) as one of the formCm S, Jónsson and Tarski established that

every BAO with normal operators is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the complex alg
of a relational structure.

The casen= 1 of this analysis of operators is highly germane to modal logic: the alge
semantics discussed so far has been based on interpreting✸ as an operator on a Boolea
algebra, and a normal one in the case of S4 and S5. Jónsson and Tarski observed th
properties of a binary relationR ⊆ S2 correspond to simple equational properties of
operatorfR . ThusR is reflexive iff the BAO(P(S), fR) satisfiesx � f x, and transitive iff
it satisfiesff x � x. HenceCm(S,R) is a closure algebra iffR is reflexive and transitive
i.e., aquasi-ordering. Since these conditionsx � f x andff x � x are preserved by perfe
extensions, it followed [128, Theorem 3.14] that

every closure algebra is isomorphic to a subalgebra of the complex algebra of a q
ordered set.
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This result, along with the Extension Theorem and the representation of a normal BAO as
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a complex algebra, were all stated in the 1948 abstract [127].
A number of other properties ofR were discussed in [128], includingsymmetry. This

was shown to be characterised byself-conjugacyof fR , meaning thatCm(S,R) satis-
fies the conditionf (x) · y = 0 iff x · f (y)= 0, which can be expressed equationally,
example byf 0 = 0 andf x · y � f (x ·fy). The characterisation was used to give a r
resentation of certain two-dimensional cylindric algebras as complex algebras over
of equivalence relations. Self-conjugacy of an operator is also equivalent to the eq
x ·f−f x = 0, corresponding to the Brouwerian modal axiomp → �✸p. In closure alge-
bras this is equivalent to every closed element being open: a self-conjugate closure
is the same thing as a monadic algebra.

As already mentioned, this study of BAOs was later overlooked.Dummett and Lem
mon 1959[54] makes extensive use of complex algebras over quasi-orderings in stu
extensions of S4, but makes no mention of the Jónsson–Tarski article, taking its le
stead from the McKinsey–Tarski papers and a construction inBirkhoff 1948[16] that gives
a correspondence between partial orderings (i.e., antisymmetric quasi-orderings) a
sure operations of certain topologies on a set. The same omission occurs in [155],
re-proves the representation of a unary operator on a Boolean algebra as a complex
over a binary relation, although it does extend the result by allowing the operator
non-normal (see Section 5.1).

3.4. Could Tarski have invented Kripke semantics?

A question like this can only remain a matter of speculation. But it is not just
speculation, given that Tarski had worked on modal logic during the same period
given his pioneering role in the development of model theory, including the formalis
of the notions of truth and satisfaction in relational structures.

The Jónsson–Tarski work on closure algebras applies immediately to the McKi
Tarski results on modal logic to show that S4 is characterised by the class of co
algebras of quasi-orderings. It can also be applied to show that S5 is characterised
class of complex algebras of equivalence relations. Now the complex algebra of an
alence relationR is a subdirect product of the complex algebras of the equivalence cl
of R, each of which is a set on whichR is universal. Moreover, the complex algebra o
universal relation is asimplemonadic algebra. These observations could have been
to give a more accessible approach to the structural analysis of S5-algebras that ap
Scroggs 1951[219].

But the Jónsson–Tarski paper makes no mention of modal logic at all. Jónsson
has explained that their theory evolved from Tarski’s research on the algebra of bin
lations, beginning with the finite axiom system inTarski 1941[246] which was designe
to formalise the calculus of binary relations that had been developed in the nineteen
tury by De Morgan, Peirce and Schröder. The primitive notions of that paper were th
Boolean algebra together with the binary operationR1;R2 of relational composition, th
unary operationR ˘ of inversion, and the distinguished constant 1’ for the identity relat
Tarski asked whether any model of his axiom was representable as an algebra o
binary relations. He later gave an equational definition of arelation algebraas an abstrac
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tion x ˘;−(x;y)� −y. Concrete examples include the setP(S× S) of all binary relations
on a setS and, more generally, the setP(E) of subrelations of an equivalence relati
E on S. Any algebra isomorphic to a subalgebra of the normal BAO(P(E), ; , ˘ ,1’ ) is
calledrepresentable, and Tarski’s representation question became the problem of wh
every abstract relation algebra is representable in this sense.20

Late in 1946 Tarski communicated to Jónsson a proof that every relation alge
embeddable in a complete and atomic one. That construction became the protot
the Jónsson–Tarski Extension Theorem for BAOs (seeJónsson 1993[125, Section 1.2])
The second part of their joint work [129] is entirely devoted to relation algebras and
representations.

It appears then that in developing his ideas on BAOs Tarski was coming from a dif
direction: modal logic was not on the agenda. According toCopeland[39, p. 13], Tarski
told Kripke in 1962 that he was unable to see a connection with what Kripke was
doing.

4. Relational semantics

Leibniz had a good deal to say about possible worlds, including that the actual wo
the best of all of them. Apparently he neverliterally described necessary truths as be
“true in all possible worlds”, but he did say of them that

Not only will they hold as long as the world exists, but also they would have held if God
created the world according to a different plan.

He defined a truth as being necessary when its opposite implies a contradiction, a
said that there are as many worlds as there are things that can be conceived without
diction (seeMates 1986[172, pp. 72–73, 106–107]).

This way of speaking has provided the motivation and intuitive explanation for a m
ematical semantics of modality using relational structures that are now often calledKripke
models. A formula is assigned a truth-value relative to each point of a model, and
points are thought of as being possible worlds or states of affairs.

An account will now be given of the contribution of Saul Kripke, followed by a sur
of some of its “anticipations”.

4.1. Kripke’s relatively possible worlds

Kripke’s first paper in 1959 [142] on modal logic gave a semantics for a quantificat
version of S5 that included propositional variables as the casen = 0 of n-ary predicate
variables. Acomplete assignmentfor a formulaα in a non-empty setD was defined to be

20 This was answered negatively by Lyndon (1950). Work of Tarski, Monk and Jónsson eventually show
the representable relation algebras form an equational class that is not finitely axiomatisable, with any eq
definition of it requiring infinitely many variables.
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of Dn to eachn-ary predicate variable occurring inα, and a truth-value (� or ⊥) to each
propositional variable ofα. A modelof α in D is a pair(G,K), whereK is a set of
complete assignments that all agree on their treatment of the free individual variableα,
andG is an element ofK. Each memberH ofK assigns a truth value to each subformula
α, by induction on the rules of formation for formulas. The truth-functional connectives
the quantifiers∀, ∃ behave as in standard predicate logic, and the key clause for mo
is that

H assigns� to �β iff every member ofK assigns� to β.

A formulaα is true21 in a model(G,K) overD iff it is assigned� byG; valid overD iff
true in all of its models inD; anduniversally validiff valid in all non-empty setsD.

An axiomatisation of the class of universally valid formulas was given, with the c
pleteness proof employing the method ofsemantic tableauxintroduced inBeth 1955[12].
It was then observed that for purely propositional logic this could be turned into a
table semantics. A complete assignment becomes just an assignment of truth value
variables inα, i.e., a row of a truth table, and a model(G,K) is just a classical truth tabl
with some (but not all) of the rows omitted andG some designated row. Formula�β is
assigned� in every row ifβ is assigned� in every row of the table; otherwise it is a
signed⊥ in every row. The resulting notion of “S5-tautology” precisely characterises
theorems of propositional S5, a result that Kripke had in fact obtained first, before,
explained in footnote 4,

acquaintance with Beth’s paper led me to generalize the truth tables to semantic tableau
completeness theorem.

Kripke’s informal motivation for these models was that the assignmentG represents the
“real” or “actual” world, and the other members ofK represent worlds that are “concei
able but not actual”. Thus�β is “evaluated as true when and only whenβ holds in all
conceivable worlds”. The lack of any further structure onK reflects the assumption th
“any combination of possible worlds may be associated with the real world”.

The abstract [143] appearing later in 1959 announced the availability of “appro
model theory” and completeness theorems for a raft of modal systems, including S
the Feys/von Wright system T (or M), Lemmon’s E-systems, systems with the Br
erian axiom, deontic systems, and others. Various extensions to quantificational log
identity were described, and it was stated that “the methods for S4 yields a semanti
paratus for Heyting’s system which simplifies that of Beth”. The details of this progra
appeared in the papers of 1963 [145,146] and 1965 [147,148].

The normal propositional logics S4, S5, T and B are the main focus of [145], w
defines anormal model structureas a triple(G,K,R) with G ∈ K andR a reflexivebi-
nary relation onK. A modelfor a propositional formulaα on this structure is a functio
Φ(p,H) taking values in{�,⊥}, with p ranging over variables inα andH ranging over

21 Actually “valid in a model” was used here, but changed to “true” in the 1963 paper [145].
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K. This is extended to assign a truth valueΦ(β,H) to each subformulaβ of α and each
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Φ(�β,H)= � iff Φ(β,H ′)= � for all H ′ ∈K such thatHRH ′.

α is true in the model ifΦ(α,G)= �.
In addition to the introduction of the relationR, the other crucial conceptual advan

here is that the setK of “possible worlds” is no longer a collection of value assignme
but is permitted to be an arbitrary set. This allows that there can be different world
assign the same truth values to atomic formulas. As to the relationR, Kripke’s intuitive
explanation is as follows [145, p. 70]:

we read “H1RH2” asH2 is “possible relative toH1”, “possible inH1” or “related toH1”; that
is to say, every proposition true inH2 is to be possible inH1. Thus the “absolute” notion o
possible world in [142] (where every world was possible relative to every other) gives w
relative notion, of one world being possible relative to another. It is clear that every worldH is
possible relative to itself; for this simply says that every propositiontrue in H is possiblein H .
In accordance with this modified view of “possible worlds” we evaluate a formulaA asnecessary
in a worldH1 if it is true in every world possible relative toH1 . . . . Dually,A is possible inH1
iff there existsH2, possible relative toH1, in whichA is true.

Semantic tableaux methods are again used to prove completeness theorems: a fo
true in all models iff it is a theorem of T; true in all transitive models iff it is an S4-theor
true in all symmetric models iff a B-theorem, and true in all transitive and symm
models iff an S5-theorem. The arguments also give decision procedures, and sho
attention can be restricted to models that areconnectedin the sense that eachH ∈K has
GR∗H , whereR∗ is theancestralor reflexive-transitive closure ofR. Kripke notes that

in a connected model in whichR is an equivalence relation,any two worlds are related. Thi
accounts for the adequacy, for S5, of the model theory of [142].

An illustration of the tractability of the new model theory is given by a new proof of
deduction rule in S4 that if�α ∨ �β is deducible then so is one ofα and β . If nei-
ther α nor β is derivable then each has a falsifying S4-model. Take the disjoint u
of these two models and add a new “real” world that isR-related to everything. The re
sult is an S4-model falsifying�α ∨ �β . This argument is much easier to follow than t
McKinsey–Tarski construction involving well-connected algebras described in Sectio
and it adapts readily to other systems.

Other topics discussed include the presentation of models in “tree-like” form, an
association with each model structure of a matrix, essentially the modal algebra
functionsρ :K → {�,⊥}, which are calledpropositions, with the ones havingρ(G)= �
being designated. A model can then be viewed as a device for associating a prop
H �→ Φ(p,H) to each propositional variablep. The final section of the paper raises t
possibility of defining new systems by imposing various requirements onR, and concludes
that
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If we were to drop the condition thatR be reflexive, this would be equivalent to abandoning the
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logic.

Non-normal logics are the subject of [148], which focuses mainly on Lewis’s S2 an
and the corresponding systems E2 and E3 ofLemmon 1957[153]. The E-systems have n
theorems of the form�α, and this suggests to Kripke the idea of allowing worlds in wh
any formula beginning with� is false, and hence any beginning with✸, even✸(p∧¬p),
is true. A model structure now becomes a quadruple(G,K,R,N) with N a subset ofK,
to be thought of as a set ofnormal worlds, andR a binary relation onK as before, bu
now required to be reflexive onN only. The semantic clause for� in a model on such a
structure is modified by stipulating that

Φ(�β,H)= � iff H is normal, i.e.,H ∈ N , andΦ(β,H ′) = � for all H ′ ∈ K such
thatHRH ′;

and hence

Φ(✸β,H)= � iff H is non-normal or elseΦ(β,H ′)= � for someH ′ ∈K such that
HRH ′.

This has the desired effect of ensuringΦ(�β,H)= ⊥ andΦ(✸β,H)= � wheneverH
is non-normal. Thus in a non-normal world, even a contradiction ispossible.

These models characterise E2, and the ones in whichR is transitive characterise E
Requiring that the “real” worldG belongs toN gives models that characterise S2 and
in each case.22 A number of other systems are discussed and applications given, in
ing a proof of a long-standing conjecture that the Feys-von Wright system has no
axiomatisation with detachment as its sole rule of inference.

Kripke’s semantics for quantificational modal logic is presented in [146]. A m
structure now has the added feature of a function assigning a setψ(H) to eachH ∈ K.
Intuitively, ψ(H) is the set of all individuals existing inH , and it provides the range o
values for a variablex when a formula beginning with∀x is evaluated atH . A model
now assigns to eachn-ary predicate letter and eachH ∈ K an n-ary relation on the se⋃{ψ(H ′): H ′ ∈K} of individuals that exist in any world. Axioms are given for quant
cational versions of the basic modal logics and it is stated that the completeness theo
[145] can be extended to them. An indication of how that would work can be obtained
Kripke’s [147], which gives a tableaux completeness proof for his semantics for Hey
intuitionistic predicate calculus.

22 A semantics for S1 was devised in 1969 by Max Cresswell, modifying Kripke’s S2-models to allow
formulas✸β to be false in a non-normal world under certain restrictions, defined with the help of aneighbourhood
relationR′ ⊆K ×P(K). See [41,44].
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4.2. So who invented relational models?
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Kripke’s abstract [143] notes that “for systems based on S4, S5, and M, similar wo
been done independently and at an earlier date by K. J. J. Hintikka”. This acknowledg
is repeated in footnote 2 of [145], where he draws attention to prior work by a numb
researchers, including Bayart, Jónsson and Tarski, and Kanger, explaining that h
work was done independently of all of them. He states that the 1957 modelling of K
[132] “though more complex, is similar to that in the present paper”, and also record
he discovered the Jónsson–Tarski paper when his own was almost finished.

Key ideas surrounding relational interpretations of modality had occurred to se
people. In the next few sections we survey some of this background, before expre
view about the relative significance of Kripke’s work.

As mathematics progresses, notions that were obscure and perplexing become c
straightforward, sometimes even achieving the status of “obvious”. Then hindsigh
make us all wise after the event. But we are separated from the past by our knowle
the present, which may draw us into “seeing” more than was really there at the time
should be borne in mind in reading what follows.

4.3. Carnap and Bayart on S5

A state-descriptionis defined by Rudolf Carnap in a 1946 paper [32] and a 1947 b
[33] to be set of sentences which consists of exactly one ofα and¬α for eachatomic
α. State-descriptions are said to “represent Leibniz’s possible worlds or Wittgens
possible states of affairs”. A sentence is calledL-true if it holds in every state-description
this being “an explicatum for what Leibniz called necessary truth and Kant analytic t
[33, p. 8].

Of course it needs to be explained what it is to hold in a state-description. An a
sentence holds in a state description iff it belongs to it, the conditions for the conne
¬, ∧, and∨ are as expected, and the criterion for Carnap’s necessity connective N is

Nα holds in every state-description ifα holds in every state-description; otherwise, Nα holds in
no state-description

[32, D9-5i]; [33, 41-1]. His list of L-truths [32, p. 42], [33, p. 186] includes the axio
for S5, and he also notes the similarity between N and∀, and between✸ and∃ under this
semantics. The 1946 paper observes that there is a procedure for deciding L-truth
“ theoreticallyeffective”: if a sentenceα hasn atomic components then there are 2n state-
descriptions that have to be considered in evaluating it, and therefore 22n possibilities for
therangeof α, which is the set of state-descriptions in whichα holds. We can examine a
possibilities to see if the range includes all state-descriptions. Carnap defines a ver
S5 which he calls MPC and proves that it is complete with respect to his semantics
reduction of formulas to a normal form23 which also gives a decision procedure that is

23 Calledmodal conjunctive normal formin Hughes and Cresswell[121], where a variant of the proof is give
on p. 116.
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practicable, i.e., sufficiently short for modal sentences of ordinary length.
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He attributes the completeness result to a paper of Mordchaj Wajsberg from 1933. Fo
8 of [32] gives a description of Wajsberg’s system and also contains the informatio
Carnap constructed MPC independently in 1940 and later found that it was equiva
Lewis’s S5.

A contribution to possible worlds model theory that has been largely overlooked
work of the Belgian logician A. Bayart, whose papers of 1958 [5] and 1959 [6] ga
semantics for a version of second order quantificational S5, and a complete axioma
of it using a Gentzen-style sequent calculus. The models used allow a restricted ra
interpretation of predicate variables. This idea had been introduced inHenkin 1950[111]
to give a completeness result for non-modal higher order logic, and Bayart commen
p. 100] that he had just adapted Henkin’s theorem to S5.24 The other source of motivatio
he gives [5, p. 28] is Leibniz’s definition of necessity as truth in all possible worlds,25 and
his bibliography cites the items [32,33] of Carnap.

In Bayart’s theory auniverseU is defined to be a disjoint pairA,B of sets, with mem-
bers ofA called individualsand members ofB called worlds (“mondes”). Ann-place
intensional predicateis a function ofn+ 1 arguments, taking the values “true” or “false
having a world as its first argument, and having individuals as the remaining argu
whenn �= 0. A value systemrelative toU is a functionS assigning a member ofA to
each individual variable, and ann-place intensional predicate to eachn-place predicate
variable. The notion of a formula being true or false for the universeU , the worldM and
the value systemS—or more briefly forUMS—is defined in the expected way for th
non-modal connectives and quantifiers, including quantifiers binding predicate var
For modalized formulasLp andMp it is declared that

Lp is true forUMS iff for every worldM ′ of U,p is true forUM ′S;
Mp is true forUMS iff for some worldM ′ of U,p is true forUM ′S.

A formula is valid in the universeU if it is true for UMS for every worldM and value
systemS of U .

Bayart used the notation̈a, I, ë for a Gentzen sequent, witḧa (the antecedent) and̈e (the
consequent) being finite sequences of formulas, andI a separating symbol. The sequen
true inUMS if some member of̈a is false or else some member ofë is true. He adopted
the axiom schemäp, I, p̈ and a system of twenty-five deduction rules, showing in [5]
all deducible sequents are valid in all universes. There are four modal rules, allowi
introduction of the modalitiesL andM into antecedents and consequents:

p, ä, I, ë

Lp, ä, I, ë

p, ä, I, ë

Mp, ä, I, ë

ä, I, ë, p

ä, I, ë,Lp

ä, I, ë,p

ä, I, ë,Mp
.

The last two rules are subject to the restriction that any formula appearing inä or ë must
be “couverte”, meaning that it is formed from formulas of the typesLq andMq using

24 “En réalité notre exposé n’est qu’une adaptation du théorème de Henkin à la logique modale S5.”
25 “. . . ennous inspirant de la définition Leibnizienne du nécessaire, comme étant ce qui est vrai dans

mondes possibles.”
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only the non-modal connectives and quantifiers. Such a formula has the same truth value
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The second paper proved the completeness of this sequent system for validity in

quasi-universesobtained by allowing predicate variables to take values in a restricted
of intensional predicates. From this it was shown that the first order fragment of the s
is complete for validity in all universes. The method used was subsequently general
Cresswell 1967[40] to obtain a completeness theorem for the relational semantics of
order version of the modal logic T (see Section 5.1).

It is worth recording Bayart’s explanation of why the set of worlds of a univ
U = A,B is essential to this theory. He considered the possibility of dispensing wiB,
requiring a value systemS to interpret ann-place predicate variable as anextensional
predicate (i.e., a truth-valued function onAn), and modelling the necessity modality
declaring that

Lp is true ofUS iff p is true ofUS′ for every value systemS′.
He noted that this interpretation fails to validate the formula

∃y L(bx ∨ ¬by)
(whereb is a unary predicate variable), a formula that is valid according to the a
semantics. His explanation of the flaw in this alternative approach is that it givesLp the
same meaning as the universal closure ofp (i.e., ∀v1 · · · ∀vnp, wherev1, . . . , vn are the
free variables ofp), and confuses necessity with validity.

4.4. Meredith, Prior and Geach

Arthur Prior wrote in 1967 [209, p. 42] that

In some notes made in 1956, C.A. Meredith related modal logic to what he called the ‘pro
calculus’.

This material was made available by Prior as a one-page departmental mimeograp
which was published much later in the collection [38]. Its basic idea was to express
formulas in the first-order language of a binary predicate symbolU , beginning with the
following definitions, in whichL andM are connectives for necessity and possibility (
the other notation is that of this paper rather than the original Polish):

(¬p)a = ¬(pa),
(p → q)a = (pa)→ (qa),

(Lp)a = ∀b(Uab→ pb),

(Mp)a = (¬L¬p)a = ∃b(Uab∧ pb).

Possible axioms forU are then listed:

1. Uab ∨Uba,
2. Uab→ (Ubc→ Uac),
3. Uab→ (Ucb→ Uac),
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and it is noted that “1 gives 4”; “3, 4 give 5”; and “3, 5 give 2”. The notes are writte
this telegraphic style with no interpretation of the symbolism, but presumably “pa” may
be read “a has propertyp”.

It is stated that quantification theory alone allows the derivation of(
L(p → q)→ (Lp → Lq)

)
a,

and then formal deductions are given of(Lp → p)a using 4; of(Lp →LLp)a using 2; of
(MLp → Lp)a using 2 and 5; and of∀apa from (Lp)a using 1 and 5. The conclusion
as follows:

Thus 1, or 4, gives T; 1, 2 or 4, 2 gives S4; 1, 3 or 4, 3 gives S5; and 1, 3 (but not 4, 3) giv
equivalence of the above(Lp)a with the usual S5(Lp)a, i.e.,∀apa.

Prior’s 1962 article “Possible Worlds” [207] gives a fuller exposition of thisU -calculus,
saying (p. 37) “This whole symbolism I owe to C.A. Meredith”. He applies an in
pretation of the predicateU , suggested to him by P.T. Geach in 1960,26 as a relation of
accessibility. Here is Prior’s account of that interpretation.

Suppose we define a ‘possible’ state of affairs or world as one which can be reached fr
world we are actually in. What is meant by reaching or travelling to one world from another
not here be amplified; we might reach one world from another merely in thought, or we
reach it more concretely in some dimension-jumping vehicle dreamed up by science-fictio
case originally put by Geach), or we might reach it simply by the passage of time (one imp
sense of ‘possible state of affairs’ is ‘possible outcome of the present state of affairs’). W
want to amplify here is the idea (the core of Geach’s suggestion) that we may obtain di
modal systems, different versions of the logic of necessity and possibility, by making dif
assumptions about ‘world-jumping’.

Prior was the founder of tense logic (also known as temporal logic). He wanted to a
the arguments of the Stoic logician Diodorus Chronos, who had defined a proposi
be possibleif it either is true or will be true. Prior conceived the idea of using a log
system with temporal operators analogous to those of modal logic, and thus introduc
connectives

F it will be the case that,
P it has been the case that,
G it will always be the case that,
H it has always been the case that.

HereF andP are “diamond” type modalities, with dualsG andH respectively. In the
1958 paper “The Syntax of Time-Distinctions” [206] a propositional logic called thePF-

26 This date is given in [208, p. 140], where the acknowledgement of Meredith is repeated once more.
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Fp, FFp → Fp andFp → FFp, as well as an “interaction” axiomp→GPp and aRule
of Analogyallowing that from any theorem another may be deduced by replacingF by P
and vice versa.

This system is then interpreted into what Prior calls thel-calculus, a first-order languag
whose variablesx, y, z range overdates, and which has a binary symboll taking dates as
arguments, with the expressionlxy being read “x is later thany”.28 Variablesp,q, r stand
for propositions considered as functions of dates, with the expressionpx being read “p at
x”. The following interpretations are given of propositional formulas, using an arbitr
chosen date variablez to represent “the date at which the proposition under consider
is uttered”.

Fp ∃x(lxz∧ px),

Pp ∃x(lzx ∧ px),

Gp ∀x(lxz→ px),

Hp ∀x(lzx → px).

Prior observes that the interpretations of some theorems of thePF-calculus are provable i
the l-calculus just from the usual axioms and rules for quantificational logic. This ap
to anyPF-theorem derivable from the basis for normal logics together with the intera
axiomp →GPp and the rule of Analogy. He then states that the interpretation ofGp →
Fp requires for its proof the axiom∃x lxz (“infinite extent of the future”), and thatFFp →
Fp depends similarly ontransitivity: lxy → (lyz→ lxz), while Fp → FFp depends on
the density conditionlxz→ ∃y(lxy ∧ lyz).

The modalityM of possibility is given a temporal reading by definingMp to be an
abbreviation forp ∨ Fp ∨ Pp, i.e., “p is true at some time, past present or future”. T
makes the dualLp equivalent top ∧Gp ∧ Fp, “at all times,p”. Prior notes that to derive
the S5-principleM¬Mp → ¬Mp, which is “clearly a law” under this interpretation
M, requirestrichotomy: x = y ∨ lxy ∨ lyx. His explorations here are quite tentative. F
instance he definesasymmetry: lxy → ¬lyx, but makes no use of it, and he fails to no
that the S4-principleMMp →Mp also depends on trichotomy and not just transitivity

Why did Prior give such unequivocal credit to Meredith for the 1956U -calculus? The
puzzle about this is that his paper on thel-calculus, although published in 1958, was p
sented much earlier, on 27 August 1954, as his Presidential Address to the New Z
Philosophy Congress at the Victoria University of Wellington. Perhaps he was cre
Meredith with the extension of the symbolism tomodallogic as he understood it, i.e., th
logic of necessity and possibility, as distinct from tense logic. Thel-calculus was intende
to describe a very specific situation: an ordered system of dates or moments in tim
forms an “infinite and continuous linear series” [206, p. 115]. In the absence of any
sponding interpretation of theU -predicate, the purely formal application of the symboli
by Meredith may have been seen by Prior as a significant advance.

Prior made much use ofl andU calculi in his papers and books on tense logic. He
not however pursue their implicit relational model theory, and would not have thou

27 The contents of this paper are reviewed inPrior 1967 [209, pp. 34–41].
28 Prior notes that the structure of the calculus would be unchanged ifl were read “is earlier than”.
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considerable metalogical utility” [206, p. 115], he went on to deny that the interpret
of thePF-calculus within thel-calculus has any metaphysical significance as an

explanation of what we mean by “is”, “has been” and “will be”.

On the contrary he proposed that what was needed was an interpretation in the
direction (p. 116):

the l-calculus should be exhibited as a logical construction out of thePF-calculus.

This proposal became a major programme for Prior. He used formulas likep ∧ ¬Pp ∧
¬Fp which can be true at only one point of the linear series of moments, orinstants. If
M(p ∧ ¬Pp ∧ ¬Fp) is true at some time, the variablep must itself be true at exactly on
instant and may be identified with that instant. Then the formulaL(p → α) expresses tha
“it is the case atp thatα”, and so ifp andq are both such instance-variables,L(p → Pq)

asserts that it is true atp that it has beenq , i.e.,p is later thanq , andq is earlier thanp.
Systems having variables identified with unique instants or worlds are developed

fully in the book [210], where Prior gives (p. 37) an emphatic statement of his metaph
propensity:

. . . I find myself quite unable to take ‘instants’ seriously as individual entities; I cannotunderstand
‘instants’, and the earlier-than relation that is supposed to hold between them, except as
constructions out of tensed facts. Tense logic is for me, if I may use the phrase,metaphysically
fundamental, and not just an artificially torn-off fragment of the first-order theory of the ear
than relation.

4.5. Kanger

A semantics is given by Stig Kanger in his 1957 monograph [132] for a version of m
predicate logic whose atomic formulas are propositional variables and expressions
form (x1, . . . , xn) ε y, wheren � 1 and thexi andy are individual variables or constan
The language included a list of modal connectivesM1, M2, . . . .

A notion of asystemis introduced as a pair(r,V ) wherer is a frameandV a primary
valuation. Herer is a certain kind of sequence of non-empty sets whose elements pr
values of individual symbols of various types.V is a binary operation that assigns a tru
valueV (r,p), belonging to{0,1}, to each propositional variablep and framer, as well as
interpreting individual symbols and the symbolε in each frame in a manner that need n
concern us. Then a “secondary” truth valuationT (r,V ,α) is inductively specified, allowing
each formulaα to be defined to betrue in system(r,V ) iff T (r,V ,α)= 1. For this purpose
each modalityMi is assumed to be associated with a classRi of quadruples(r ′,V ′, r,V ),
and it is declared that

T (r,V ,Miα)= 1 iff T (r ′,V ′, α)= 1 for eachr ′ andV ′ such that
Ri(r

′,V ′, r,V )
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Kanger states the followingsoundnessresults. The theorems of the Feys–von Wri
system T are valid (i.e., true in all systems) iffRi(r,V , r,V ) always holds. S4 is validate
iff Ri(r,V , r,V ) always holds and so does the condition

Ri

(
r,V , r ′,V ′) andRi

(
r ′′,V ′′, r,V

)
implies Ri

(
r ′′,V ′′, r ′,V ′).

S5 is validated iff the S4 conditions hold along with

Ri

(
r,V , r ′,V ′) andRi

(
r ′′,V ′′, r ′,V ′) implies Ri

(
r ′′,V ′′, r,V

)
.

Proofs of these assertions are not provided. (In fact it is readily seen that the given
tions onRi imply validity for the corresponding logics in each case, but the converse
dubious.) A result is proved that equates the existence of anRi fulfilling the above defin-
ition of T (r,V ,Miα) to the preservation of certain inference rules involvingMi . Kanger
says of this that

Similar results in the field of Boolean algebras with operators may be found inJónsson and Tarsk
[128].

Completeness theorems are not proved, or even stated, for this modal semantics. B
is a completeness proof for the non-modal fragment of the language which has a r
able aspect. Kanger wishes to have the symbolε interpreted as the genuine set members
relation, and he applies the (much-overused) adjectivenormal to a primary valuationV
which does give this interpretation toε in every frame. Since his language allows atom
formulas likex ε x, normal systems must havenon-well-foundedsets. He introduces a ne
set-theoretical principle to ensure that enough such sets exist to give the completen
orem with respect to normal structures.29

Different definitions ofR allow the modelling of different notions of necessity. Kang
(p. 35) definesset-theoretical necessityto be the modality given by requiring

Ri

(
r ′,V ′, r,V

)
iff V ′ is normal with respect toε.

This means thatMi gets the reading “in all normal systems”.Analytic necessityis modelled
by theRi having

Ri

(
r ′,V ′, r,V

)
iff V ′ = V,

andlogical necessityarises whenRi(r
′,V ′, r,V ) always holds. Thus “logically necessar

means “true in all systems”, which is reminiscent of the modelling of the S5 nece
connective by Carnap and Bayart (Section 4.3).

There is no doubt much scope for defining other modalities in this way, and Ka
offers one other brief suggestion:

We may, for instance, define ‘geometrical necessity’ in the way we defined set-theoretic
cessity except that (roughly speaking)V ′ shall be normal also with respect to the theoreti
constants of geometry.

29 This principle is discussed further inAczel 1988[1, pp. 28–31 and 108].
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the possibility of satisfactorily interpreting quantificational modal logic. One such obs
concerns the principle ofsubstitutivity of equals, formalised by the schema

x ≈ y → (α → α′)

whereα′ is any formula differing fromα only in having free occurrences ofy in some
places whereα has free occurrences ofx. Takingα to be the valid�(x ≈ x), this allows
derivation of

x ≈ y → �(x ≈ y),

which is arguably invalid. For example, it is an astronomical fact that the Morning Sta
the Evening Star are the same object (Venus), but this equality is not anecessarytruth.

Kanger pointed out that his new semantics for quantification and modality made i
sible to “recognize and explain the error in the Morning Star paradox”: the princip
substitutivity of equals is not valid without restriction, but only in the weaker form

�(x ≈ y)→ (α → α′).

Jaakko Hintikka [119] later expressed the opinion that this discussion by Kanger
Morning Star paradox will

remain a historical landmark as the first philosophical application of an explicit semantical t
of quantified modal logic.

4.6. Montague

Kanger’s quaternary relationRi might equally well be viewed as a binary relati
(r ′,V ′)Ri (r,V ) between systems. Such a notion appears in a 1960 paper by Richard
tague [187] which was originally presented to a philosophy conference at the Univer
California, Los Angeles, in May of 1955. Montague did not initially plan to publish the
per because “it contains no results of any great technical interest”, but eventually ch
his mind after the appearance of Kanger’s and Kripke’s ideas.

The aim of the paper is to interpret logical and physical necessity, and the d
modality “it is obligatory that”, and to relate these to the use of quantifiers. Tarski’s m
theory for first-order languages is employed for this purpose: a model is taken to
structureM= (D,R,f ) whereD is a domain of individuals,R a function fixing an inter-
pretation of individual constants and finitary predicates inD in the now-familiar way, and
f is an assignment of values inD to individual variables. Montague uses these mode
provide a semantics for formulas that are constructible from atomic first-order formu
using the propositional connectives and�, but not quantifiers.30 His approach is to take
relationX between such models, and then inductively define

M satisfies�α iff for every modelM′ such thatMXM′,M′ satisfiesα.

30 Montague uses several symbols for various kinds of modality, but� will suffice here.
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be the relationQx specified by

MQxM′ iff D =D′, R =R′ andf andf ′ agree except onx

gives� the interpretation “for allx”. Thus quantification could be handled by assoc
ing a modality with each variable, and Montague suggests that this should dispel Q
uneasiness about combining modality with quantification.

The relation

MLM′ iff D =D′ andf = f ′

gives�α the interpretation “it is logically necessary thatα”, meaning thatα holds no
matter what its individual constants and predicates denote.

To interpret physical necessity, Montague uses the idea that a statement is phy
necessary if it is deducible from some set of physical laws specified in advance. T
formalised by fixing a setK of first-order�-free sentences and specifying a relationP by

MPM′ iff D =D′, f = f ′ andM′ is a model ofK.

Similarly, “it is obligatory thatα” is taken to mean thatα is deducible from some set o
ethical laws specified in advance. This is formalised by fixing a classI of ideal models,
those in which the constants and predicates mean what they ought to according t
laws. Montague suggests as an example thatI could be

the class of models which, in Tarski’s sense, satisfy the ten commandments formulated as
ative, rather than imperative, sentences.

The deontic modality then corresponds to the model-relationE such that

MEM′ iff D =D′, f = f ′ andM′ belongs toI.

If a model-relationX fulfills the conditions

for all M there existsM′ with MXM′,
MXM′ andM′XM′′ impliesMXM′′,
MXM′ andMXM′′ impliesM′XM′′,

(the last two mirror Kanger’s conditions) then every S5-theorem is valid, i.e., satisfi
every model. Montague states that the converse is true, and that there is a decision
for the class of formulas valid in this sense.

4.7. Hintikka

If M is a model for predicate logic, of the kind used by Montague, letµM be the set of
all formulas that it satisfies. In Jaakko Hintikka’s approach to semantics, such modM
are in effect replaced by the setsµM. These sets can be characterised by their synt
closure properties, obtained by replacing “M satisfiesα” by “ α ∈ µM” in the clauses of
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formulas that has certain closure properties, such as

if α is atomic then not bothα ∈µ and¬α ∈ µ,
if α ∧ β ∈µ, thenα ∈µ andβ ∈ µ,
if α ∨ β ∈µ, thenα ∈µ or β ∈µ,
if ∃xα ∈ µ, thenα(y/x) ∈ µ for some variabley,

that are sufficient to guarantee thatµ can be extended to amaximalmodel set which ha
all such closure properties corresponding to the conditions for satisfaction for the
functional connectives and the quantifiers.31

Hintikka’s 1957 article [117] gives a definition of satisfaction for formulas of quanti
deontic logic using model sets whose conditions

may be thought of as expressing properties of the set of all statements that are true und

particular state of affairs.

He notes (p. 10) that his treatment derives from a

new general theory of modal logics I have developed.

This general modelling of modalities was published in 1961 [118], where he views a
imal model set as the set of all formulas that hold in some state-description in the se
Carnap, and says that

a model set is the formal counterpart to a partial description of a possible state of affair

‘possible world’). (It is, however, large enough a description to make sure that the state of

in question is really possible.)

The point of the last sentence is that for non-modal quantificational logic, every m
set is included inµM for some actual modelM. Hence a set of non-modal formulas
satisfiable in the Tarskian sense if it is included in some model set.

The 1957 article deals with a system that has quantifiable variables ranging ov
dividual acts, and dual modalities forobligationandpermission, with formulasOα and
Pα being read “α is obligatory” and “α is permissible”, respectively. The paper mak
very interesting historical reading, especially on pages 11 and 12 where one can alm
the notion of a binary relation between model sets quickening in the author’s mind
grapples with the question of what we mean by saying thatα is permitted. His answer i
that

31 In fact it is assumed that formulas are in a certain normal form, but we can overlook the technic
here.
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are saying that a state of affairs different from the actual one is consistently thinkable,viz.a state
of affairs in whichα is done but in which all the obligations are nevertheless fulfilled.

Thus if the actual state is (partially) represented by a model setµ, then to represent thi
different and consistently thinkable state we need

another setµ∗ related toµ in a certain way. This relation will be expressed by saying thatµ∗ is
copermissible withµ.

Hintikka is thus led to formulate the following rules.

If Pα ∈ µ, then there a setµ∗ copermissible withµ such thatα ∈ µ∗.
If Oα ∈µ and ifµ∗ is copermissible withµ, thenα ∈ µ∗.

The second rule addresses the requirement that all actual obligations be fulfilled in th
in which a permissible act is done. Then there are two more rules:

If Oα ∈ µ∗ and ifµ∗ is copermissible with some other setµ, thenα ∈ µ∗.
If Oα ∈µ and ifµ∗ is copermissible withµ, thenOα ∈µ∗.

Motivation for third rule is as follows.

But not only one must be thought of inµ∗ as fulfilling the obligations one has now. Sometim
one is permitted to do something only at the cost of new obligations. These must be thoug
being fulfilled inµ∗ in order to be sure that all the obligations one has really are compatible
α’s being done.

The fourth rule is justified because

there seems to be no reason why the actually existing obligations should not also hold
alternative state of affairs contemplated inµ∗. What is thought of as obligatory inµ must hence
also be obligatory inµ∗.

Hintikka is well aware that the relation betweenµ andµ∗ cannot be functional: ther
may be different acts that are each permissible inµ but cannot or must not be perform
together, hence must be done in different states copermissible withµ. Also,µ∗ may have
its own formulas of the formPα, requiring further model setsµ∗∗ copermissible withµ∗,
and so on. The upshot is that a setλ of formulas is defined to besatisfiableiff it is included
in some model set which itself belongs to acollectionof model sets that carries a bina
relation (called the relation of copermission) obeying the closure rules forP andO .32

A formulaα is valid if {¬α} is not satisfiable in this sense.

32 Note that the second rule is a consequence of the third and fourth.
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with a setλ and attempting to build a suitable collection of model sets by repeatedl
plying all the closure rules. New sets are added to the collection when the rule foP is
applied. The other rules enlarge existing sets. If at some point a violation of the r
consistency is produced, in the form of a contradictory pairα, ¬α in some set, then th
originalλ is not satisfiable.

Hintikka gives a striking illustration of the effectiveness of this technique for analy
the subtleties of denotic logic. He demonstrates the invalidity of the principle

Oα ∧ (α →Oβ)→Oβ,

which Prior had thought was a “quite plain truth”, by observing that its negation is sat
in the simple collection consisting of the two model sets

{Oα, ¬α ∨Oβ, P¬β, ¬α}, {Oα, ¬β, α}.
However the principle can be turned into a valid one by making it obligatory:

O
[
Oα ∧ (α →Oβ)→Oβ

]
.

Any attempt to build a satisfying structure for the negation of this formula leads to viol
of consistency. Several other applications like this are given, analysing complex prin
involving the interchange of quantifiers and deontic modalities.

With the advantage of hindsight we can see that the notion of a collection of mode
with closure rules is reminiscent of the notion of a collection of semantic tableaux us
Kripke’s completeness proofs. Hintikka did not however take up an axiomatic develop
of his system.

The 1961 paper [118] deals with the necessity (N ) and possibility (M) modalities, and
here the description of satisfiability is essentially the same, but more crisply pres
A model systemis defined as a pair(Ω,R) with R being a binary relation of “alternative
ness” onΩ , andΩ being a collection of model sets that satisfies the following conditi

If Mα ∈ µ ∈Ω , then there is inΩ at least one alternativeν to µ such thatα ∈ ν.
If Nα ∈µ ∈Ω , and ifν ∈Ω is an alternative toµ, thenα ∈ ν.
If Nα ∈µ ∈Ω , thenα ∈Ω .

The first two of these are the same as the first two rules forP andO . The third reflects
the requirement that any necessary truth be actually true. Hintikka’s description of th
alternativeness relation is thatµRν whenν is a partial description of

some other state of affairs that could have been realised instead ofµ.

A setλ of formulas issatisfiable(as before) iff there is such a model system withλ⊆ µ for
someµ ∈Ω , and a formulaα isvalid if {¬α} is not satisfiable. Hintikka states that the va
formulas are precisely the theorems of the logic T. Restricting to transitive model sy
gives a characterisation of the theorems of S4, while the symmetric systems deter
and the ones that are both transitive and symmetric determine S5. These assertion
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case that a deductively consistent formula is a member of some model set that bel
a model system of the appropriate kind, but again the issue of axioms and proof th
not taken up. The paper is mainly devoted to a discussion of the problem of com
modalities with quantifiers, and proposes various modifications on the closure prop
of Ω depending on whether it is required that whatever exists in a particular state of
should do so necessarily.

4.8. The place of Kripke

The earlier efforts to develop the seminal ideas of Kripke semantics have inev
raised questions of priority. In fact, as the above material is intended to show, the i
using a binary relation to model modality occurred independently to a number of pe
and for different reasons, with Hintikka being the first to explain it in terms of conceiv
alternatives to a given state of affairs. Kanger was the first to recognise the releva
Jónsson and Tarski 1951[128] to modal logic,33 and the first to apply this kind of sema
tical theory to the resolution of philosophical questions about existence and identity.

But it is only in Kripke’s writings that we see such seminal ideas developed int
attractive model theory of sufficient power to fully resolve the long-standing issue
satisfactory semantics for modality and of sufficient generality to advance the field fu
A fundamental point (mentioned in Section 4.1) is that he was the first to propose, and
effective use of,arbitrary set-theoretic structures as models. The methods of Hinti
Kanger and Montague are all variations on the theme of a binary relation between m
of the non-modal fragment of the predicate languages they use. Also, they did not p
complete axiomatisations of their semantics. Kripke was the first to do this, and by all
R to be any relation on any setK, he opened the door to all kinds of model constructio
which were rapidly provided by himself and then others. (His models for non-normal l
appear to lack any historical antecedents.) It is due to his innovation that we now h
modeltheoryfor intensional logics.

As already noted in Section 4.2, Kripke developed his ideas independently. His an
of S5 was initiated in 1956 when he was still at high-school (he turned 16 years o
November 13th of that year). From the paperPrior 1956 [204] he learned of the axiom
for S5, and began to think of modelling that system by truth tables with missing row
Section 4.1). Early in 1957 E. W. Beth sent him his papers on the method of sem
tableaux, which provided Kripke with a technique for proving completeness theorem
1958 Kripke had worked out his relational semantics for modal and intuitionistic sys
as announced in the abstract [143] which was received by the editors on 25 Augus
It was through exploring different conditions connecting tableaux in order to mode
different subsystems of S5 that Kripke came to the idea of using a binary relation be
worlds as the basis of a model theory.

Kripke had been introduced to Beth by Haskell B. Curry, who wrote to Beth o
January 1957 that

33 As Føllesdal[74] emphasises.
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I have recently been in communication with a young man in Omaha Nebraska, named Saul
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Kripke. . . . This young man is a mere boy of 16 years; yet he has read and mastered my
Dame Lectures and writes me letters which would do credit to many a professional logician.
suggested to him that he write you for preprints of your papers which I have already ment
These of course will be very difficult for him, but he appears to be a person of extraord
brilliance, and I have no doubt something will come of it.34

The Notre Dame Lectures ofCurry 1950[45] presented a number of deductive system
modal logic, including one equivalent to Lewis’s S4 for which a cut elimination theo
was demonstrated inCurry 1952[46]. Other such sources that were influential for Krip
included the McKinsey-Tarski papers and the paper ofLemmon 1957[153] which showed
how to axiomatize the Lewis systems in the style of Gödel.

In late 1958 Kripke entered Harvard University as an undergraduate, and encou
a philosophical environment that was hostile to modal logic. He was advised to ab
the subject and concentrate on majoring in mathematics. This caused the evident d
publication of his work until the appearance of the major articles of 1963 and 1965.

Looking back over the intervening decades we see the strong influence of Kr
ideas on many areas of mathematical logic, ranging across the foundations of cons
logic and set theory, substructural logics (including relevance logic, linear logic), pro
ity logic, the Kripke–Joyal semantics in topos theory and numerous logics of tran
systems in theoretical computer science.

A propositionis defined by Kripke in [145] to be a function from worlds to truth valu
while in [146] ann-ary predicate letter is modelled as a function from worlds ton-ary
relations. Those definitions formed a cornerstone of Montague’s approach to inten
logic,35 and stimulated the substantial development of formal semantics for natura
guages in the theories of Montague [190], Cresswell [42], Barwise [4] and others. Kr
models, and his intuitive descriptions of them, also stimulated many philosophica
formal investigations of the nature of possible worlds, and the questions of existen
identity that they generate (see [161]).

5. The post-Kripkean boom of the sixties

The 1960s was an extraordinary time for the introduction of new model theories. A
beginning of the decade Abraham Robinson created nonstandard analysis by co
ing models of the higher-order theory of the real numbers. Then Paul Cohen’s inv
of forcing revolutionized the study of models of set theory, and freed up the log-ja
questions that had been building since the time of Cantor. Kripke related forcing
models of Heyting’s predicate calculus, and Dana Scott and Robert Solovay re-form
it as the technique of Boolean-valued models. Scott then replaced “Boolean-value
“Heyting-valued” and extended the topological interpretation from intuitionistic pred

34 Quoted from pp. 290–291 ofde Jongh and van Ulsen[49].
35 As acknowledged in several places, e.g., footnote 5 ofMontague 1970[189].
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set theory and the foundations of mathematics culminated at the end of the decad
development, in collaboration with Miles Tierney, of topos theory. This encompass
various ways, both classical and intuitionistic higher order logic and set theory, incl
the models of Kripke, Cohen, Scott, and Solovay, as well as incorporating the sheaf
of the Grothendieck school of algebraic geometry. Scott’s construction of models f
untyped lambda calculus in 1969 was to open up the discipline of denotational sem
for programming languages, as well as stimulating new investigations in lattice theo
topology, and further links with categorical and intuitionistic logic.

The introduction of Kripke models had a revolutionary impact on modal logic it
Binary relations are much easier to visualise, construct, and manipulate than op
on Boolean algebras. They fall into many naturally definable classes that can be u
define corresponding logics. Here then were the tools that would enable an exh
investigation of the subject, and some important new ideas were developed durin
period.

5.1. The Lemmon and Scott collaboration

Pioneers in this investigation were John Lemmon and Dana Scott, who conduc
extensive collaboration. They planned to write a book calledIntensional Logic, for which
Lemmon had drafted some initial chapters when he died in 1966. Scott then made th
terial available in a mimeographed form which was circulated informally for a numb
years, becoming known as the “Lemmon Notes”. Eventually it was edited by Scott’
dent Krister Segerberg, and published in 1977 as [156]. Scott also investigated broad
of intensional logic (individuals and concepts, possible worlds and indices, intension
lations and operators etc.) in discussion with Montague, Kaplan and others. Some
ideas were presented in the article [218]. His considerable influence on the subject h
disseminated through the publications of Lemmon and Segerberg, and is also repo
Prior 1967 [209] in relation to tense logic, and in a number of Montague’s papers.

The relationship between modal algebras and model structures was first system
explored in Lemmon’s two part article [154,155] from 1966. Here a model structure h
form S = (K,R,Q), withQ playing the role of the set of non-normal (“queer”) worlds36

Notably absent is Kripke’sreal world G ∈K. Instead a formulaα is said to bevalid in S

if in all models onS, α is true (i.e., assigned the value�) at all points ofK.
Associated withS is the modal algebraS+ comprising the powerset Boolean algeb

P(K) with the additive operator

f (X)= {
x ∈K: x ∈Q or ∃y ∈X(xRy)

}
to interpret✸. Note thatf (∅)=Q, sof is anormaloperator iffK has only normal mem
bers. Lemmon proved the result that a formula is valid inS iff it is satisfied in the algebra
S+ with just the element 1 (= K) designated. This follows from the natural corresp
dence between modelsΦ on S and assignments to propositional variables inS+, under

36 At the time this work was done Kripke’s [148] had not appeared, but Lemmon had learned about non-
worlds in conversation with Kripke.
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oration of Kripke’s construction in [145] of the matrix of propositions associated with
model structure. It remains true for S2-like systems if validity inS is confined to truth a
normal worlds, and also all elements ofS+ that includeK −Q are designated.

Any finite modal algebraA = (B, f ) is readily shown to be isomorphic to one of t
formS+, with S based on the set of atoms ofB. Combining that observation with McKin
sey’s finite algebra constructions enabled Lemmon to deduce the completeness of a
of modal logics with respect to validity in their (finite) model structures. For an arbitraA

he gave a representation theorem, “due in essentials to Dana Scott”, that embedsA as a sub-
algebra of someS+. This was done by an extension of Stone’s representation of Boo
algebras, basingS on the setK of all ultrafilters ofB, with uRt iff {f x: x ∈ t} ⊆ u for
all ultrafiltersu, t , while Q = {x ∈ K: f 0 ∈ x}. Eachx ∈ A is represented inS+ by the
set{u ∈K: x ∈ u} of ultrafilters containingx, as in Stone’s theory.

In the Lemmon Notes there is a model-theoretic analogue of this representation of
algebras that has played a pivotal role ever since. Out of any normal logicΛ is constructed
a model

MΛ = (
KΛ,RΛ,ΦΛ

)
in whichKΛ is the set of allmaximallyΛ-consistentsets of formulas, with

uRΛt iff {✸α: α ∈ t} ⊆ u iff {α: �α ∈ u} ⊆ t,

andΦΛ(p,u) = � iff p ∈ u. The key property of this construction is that an arbitr
formulaα is true inMΛ atu iff α ∈ u. This implies thatMΛ is amodel ofα, i.e.,α is true
at all points ofMΛ, iff α is anΛ-theorem. ThusMΛ is a single characteristic model fo
Λ, now commonly called thecanonicalΛ-model. Moreover, the properties of this mod
are intimately connected with the proof-theory ofΛ. For example, if(�α → α) is anΛ-
theorem for allα, then it follows directly from properties of maximally consistent sets
RΛ is reflexive. This gives a technique for proving that various logics are characteris
suitable conditions on models, a technique that is explored extensively in [156].

If Scott’s representation of modal algebras is applied to the Lindenbaum alge
Λ, the result is a model structure isomorphic to(KΛ,RΛ). The construction can also b
viewed as an adaptation of the method of completeness proof introduced inHenkin 1949
[110], and first used for modal logic inBayart 1958[5] (see Section 4.3). There we
others who independently applied this approach to the relational semantics for moda
including David Makinson [166] and Max Cresswell [40], their work being complete
1965 in both cases. Makinson dealt with propositional systems, while Cresswell’s ap
to be the first Henkin-style construction of relational models ofquantificationalmodal
logic. David Kaplan outlined a proof of this kind in his 1966 review [133] of Kripk
[145], explaining that the idea of adapting Henkin’s technique to modal systems had
suggested to him by Dana Scott.

Another construction of lasting importance from the Lemmon Notes is a techniqu
proving the finite model property by formingquotientsof the modelML. To calculate the
truth-value of a formulaα at points inMΛ we need only know the truth-values of th
finitely many subformulas ofα. We can regard two members ofMΛ asequivalentif they
assign the same truth-values to all subformulas ofα. If there aren such subformulas, the
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itself is uncountably large. Identifying equivalent elements allowsMΛ to be collapsed to
a finite quotient model which will falsifyα if MΛ does. This process, which has beco
known asfiltration,37 was first developed in a more set-theoretic way inLemmon 1966
[155, p. 209] as an alternative to McKinsey’s finite algebra construction. In its m
theoretic form it has proven important for completeness proofs as well as for pro
the finite model property. Some eighteen modal logics were shown to be decidable
method in [156].

5.2. Bull’s tense algebra

A singular contribution from the 1960s is the algebraic study by Robert Bull, a stu
of Arthur Prior,38 of logics characterised by linearly ordered structures. Prior had obs
that the Diodorean temporal reading of�α as “α is and always will be true” leads, o
intuitive grounds, to a logic that includes S4 but not S5. In his 1956 John Locke Lec
at Oxford onTime and Modality(published as [205]) he attempted to give a mathema
precision to this reading by interpreting formulas as sets of sequences of truth valu
effect he was dealing with the complex closure algebraCm(ω,�), whereω= {0,1,2, . . .}
is the set of natural numbers viewed as a sequence of moments of time. The q
became one of identifying the logic that is characterised by this algebra, or equivalen
the model structure(ω,�). Prior called this logic D.39

In 1957 Lemmon observed that D includes the formula

�(�p→ �q)∨ �(�q → �p),

which arises from the intuitionisticallyin valid formula (p → q) ∨ (q → p) by apply-
ing the translation of McKinsey and Tarski [178]. Lemmon’s formula is therefore no
S4-theorem, and when added as an axiom to S4 produces a system called S4.3.
Michael Dummett showed that the formula

�
(
�(p → �p)→ �p

) → (✸�p→ �p)

also belongs to D, and then Prior pointed out in [208] that this is due to thediscretenessof
the ordering� onω: if time were a continuous ordering then Dummett’s formula would
be valid, but Lemmon’s would. In fact the property used by Prior to invalidate Dumm
formula wasdensity(between any two moments there is a third) rather than continui
the sense of Dedekind (no “gaps”).

Kripke showed in 1963 that D is exactly the normal logic obtained by adding D
mett’s formula as an axiom to S4.3. His proof, using semantic tableaux, is unpubl

37 This term was first used inSegerberg 1968[220], where “canonical model” was also introduced.
38 Initially at Christchurch, New Zealand, and then at Manchester, England. Bull was one of two gr

students from New Zealand who studied with Prior at Manchester at the beginning of the 1960s. The ot
Max Cresswell, who later became the supervisor of the present author.

39 The letter D later became a label for the system K+ (�p → ✸p), or equivalently K+ ✸�, because of its
connection with Deontic logic.
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sation of S4.3.40 Bull proved this in his 1965 paper [28] which, in addition to giving
algebraic proof of Kripke’s completeness theorem for D, showed that S4.3 is charac
by the complex algebra of the ordering(R+,�) of the positive real numbers. He not
thatR+ could be replaced here by the positive rationals, or any linearly ordered set
subset of order typeω2. In particular this shows that propositional modal formulas are in
pable of expressing the distinction between dense and continuous time under the re
semantics.

Bull made effective use of Birkhoff’s fundamental decomposition [15] of an abs
algebra into a subdirect product of subdirectly irreducible algebras. Birkhoff had obs
that subdirectly irreducible closure algebras arewell-connectedin the sense of McKinse
and Tarski [176] (see Section 3.2). Applying this to Lindenbaum algebras shows that
normal extension of S4 is characterised by well-connected closure algebras, and
case of extensions of S4.3 the closed (Cx = x) elements of a well-connected algebra
linearly ordered. Bull used this fact, together with the strategy of McKinsey’s finite a
bra construction, to build intricate embeddings of finite S4.3-algebras intoCm(R+,�) or
Cm(ω,�). He later refined this technique to establish in [29] one of the more celeb
meta-theorems of modal logic:

every normal extension ofS4.3has the finite model property.

Proofs of this result using relational models were subsequently devised by Kit Fin
and Håkan Franzén (see [224]). Fine gave a penetrating analysis of finite S4.3 mo
establish that there are exactlyℵ0 normal extension of S4.3, all of which are finitely a
iomatisable and hence decidable. Segerberg [225] proved that in fact every logic ext
S4.3 is normal.

The indistinguishability of rational and real time is overcome by passing to the
powerful language of Prior’sPF-calculus for tense logic (Section 4.4). A model struct
for this language would in principle have the form(K,RP ,RF ), with RP andRF being
binary relations onK interpreting the modalitiesP andF . But for modelling tense logic
with its interactionprinciplesp →GPp andp →HFp, the relationsRP andRF should
be mutually inverse. Thus we continue to use structures(K,R) with the understanding tha
what we really intend is(K,R−1,R). For linearly ordered structures, the ability of the tw
modalities to capture properties “in each direction” of the ordering produces formula
express the Dedekind completeness ofR, a fact that was first realised by Montague and
student Nino Cocchiarella.41

Bull applied his algebraic methodology in the 1968 paper [30] to give complete axi
tisations of the tense logics characterised by each of the strictly linearly ordered stru
(Z,<), (Q,<) and (R,<). In addition to a common set of axioms for linear orderin
without first or last element, for integer timeZ he used the special axiom

�(Gp→ p)→ �Gp ∨ �¬Gp,

40 See Chapter II ofPrior 1967 [209] as well asBull 1965[28] for this historical background.
41 See [209, pp. 57, 72].
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where� is the S5-modality defined by�α = α ∧Gα ∧Hα. For rational timeQ this was
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replaced by thedensityaxiomFp → FFp. The axiomatisation of real time required t
density axiom as well as

�(Gp→ PGp)→ �Gp ∨ �¬Gp.
(The reader may find it instructive to verify that validity of this last formula in any mo
on (R,<) depends on the fact that there are no unfilled Dedekind cuts in the real
Bull also established that the tense logics of rational and real time have the finite
property, but that the logic of integer time does not.42

This is not quite the end of the story about Diodorean modality. Prior made an
esting observation in [209, p. 203] about the (non-linear) temporal ordering of loca
in relativistic spacetime. In the Minkowskian spacetime ofspecialrelativity theory, this
ordering isdirected: for any two locationsx, y there is a third that is in the future of bo
x and y. This is because any two future light-cones eventually intersect (but not
generalrelativity, where the effect of gravitation can prevent light-cones overlapping)
rectedness causes the Diodorean interpretation of� to validate the formula✸�p → �✸p,
which is itself equivalent in the field of S4 to the formula�¬�p ∨ �✸�p that arises
by the McKinsey–Tarski translation of the intuitionistically invalid¬p ∨ ¬¬p. Adding✸�p→ �✸p to S4 gives the logic S4.2. Both S4.2 and S4.3 were introduced inDummett
and Lemmon 1959[54], and shown to have the finite model property inBull 1964[27].

In Goldblatt 1980[89] a completeness proof is given to show that S4.2 is exactly
Diodorean logic ofn-dimensional Minkowski spacetime for alln � 2, as well as being
the logic of the product structure(R,�)× (R,�).43 But the problem of axiomatising th
PF-calculi characterised by these spacetimes remains open.

5.3. Segerberg’s essay

Krister Segerberg’s dissertation,An Essay in Classical Modal Logic[223], provided a
comprehensive semantic analysis of whole families of modal logics, as well as deve
important new concepts, some of which had been announced in his papers of 196
and 1970 [222]. These works established some notational and terminological conve
that have been lasting. For instance the termframe was used in place ofmodel struc-
ture, and the Lemmon–Scott satisfaction notation|=M

x α was used throughout in place
Kripke’s Φ(α,x) = �, whereM = (S,Φ). Later authors have tended to reduce the
of superscripts and writeM |=x α instead of|=M

x α. M |= α then means thatα is true in
M, i.e., true at all points ofM, andS |= α means thatα is valid in the frameS.

The weakest system discussed in theEssayis E, the smallest logic that is closed und
the rulefromα ↔ β infer �α ↔ �β . An algebraic semantics for this logic would empl
algebrasA = (B, f ) havingf as a unary function onB satisfying no particular conditions
The corresponding “relational” models useneighbourhood semantics, the idea of which is
attributed to Montague [188] and Scott [218]. Segerberg presents this by the dev

42 An error in the proof for rational time is corrected in [31].
43 The latter result was obtained independently by Shehtman [229].
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a neighbourhood frameS = (K,N), whereN , theneighbourhood system, is a function
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assigning to eachx ∈ K a collectionNx of subsets ofK, calledneighbourhoods ofx.44

Writing M(α) for the “truth set”{y ∈K: M |=y α} interpretingα in M, the satisfaction
clause for� in a modelM on such a frameS is

M |=x �α iff M(α) ∈Nx.

A topology onK has a naturally associated neighbourhood system in whichX ∈Nx iff x is
interior toX, i.e.,x ∈ U ⊆X for some open setU . In this caseM(�α) is the topologica
interior ofM(α), and the result is an S4-model. But different logics can be characte
by validity in frames with weaker conditions imposed on their neighbourhoods. A
tional frame(K,R) is equivalent to the neighbourhood frame(K,N) havingU ∈ Nx iff
{y: xRy} ⊆U .

Any neighbourhood frame(K,N) has an associated algebra(P(K),f N), where the
operationf N , interpreting� on the powerset algebraP(K), is given by

f N(X)= {x ∈K: X ∈Nx}.
Inversely, any functionf : P(K)→ P(K) induces the neighbourhood systemNf onK,
where

X ∈N
f
x iff x ∈ f (X).

Thus, whereas Jónsson and Tarski’s analysis shows that relational semantics corr
to completely additive and normaloperators on powerset algebras (see Section 3.3), n
bourhood systems can be used to represent arbitrary operations on such algebr
relationship between neighbourhood frames and modal algebras has been system
investigated by Kosta Došen [52].

Filtration (see Section 5.1) was used extensively by Segerberg to prove comple
theorems. This technique can be effective in dealing with logics whose canonical
does not satisfy some desired property, and comes into its own when seeking to axio
logics defined by some condition onfinite frames. For example, Segerberg showed [2
p. 68] that the normal logic K4W, with axioms

4 :�p→ ��p

W :�(�p→ p)→ �p,

is characterised by the class of finite frames(K,R) in whichR is transitive and irreflexive
i.e., a strict ordering. (This logic later proved important in studies of the provability i
pretation of modality. See Section 7.5.) The basic method was to obtain a falsifying
for a given non-theorem by filtration of the canonical model, and then to “deform”
into a model of the desired kind without affecting the truth value of the formula conce
This involved an analysis of the way a transitive relations presents itself as an orde
of connected components, calledclusters. The method was applied in theEssayand the
1970 paper [222] to axiomatise a whole range of logics, including those characteris
the classes of finite partial orderings, finite linear orderings (both irreflexive and refle

44 Some authors use a relationR ⊆K ×P(K) in place ofN , wherexRU iff U ∈Nx .
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and the modal and tense logics of the structures(K,R) whereK is any ofω, Z, Q, andR,
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The logic characterised by the class of all finite partial orderings is particularly si

icant. Segerberg proved [223, p. 101] that it is S4Grz, the normal logic axiomatis
adding to S4 the axiom

Grz :�
(
�(p→ �p)→ p

) → p.

He named this for Andrzej Grzegorczyk whose 1967 paper [101] added a further i
to the relationship between intuitionistic and modal logic. Grzegorczyk showed th
formula

[(
(p —3 �q)—3 �q

) ∧ (
(¬p —3 �q)—3 �q

)]
—3 �q

is not a theorem of S4 (nor indeed of S5), and when added to S4 gives a system into
the intuitionistic logic IPC can be translated by the Gödel–McKinsey–Tarski proced
The translation of a propositional formula is an S4-theorem iff it is a theorem of Grz
czyk’s stronger logic, which is deductively equivalent to S4Grz.

Segerberg initiated the use of truth-preserving maps between relational mode
frames in [220]. Given modelsM andM′ on framesS = (K,R) and S′ = (K ′,R′)
respectively, a functionϕ from K ontoK ′ was called apseudo-epimorphismfrom M to
M′ if

(i) xRy impliesϕ(x)R′ϕ(y),
(ii) ϕ(x)R′ϕ(y) implies∃z ∈K(xRz & ϕ(z)= ϕ(y)), and
(iii) M |=x p iff M′ |=ϕ(x) p.

For such a function every formulaα hasM |=x α iff M′ |=ϕ(x) α, so ifM is a model ofα,
thenM′ will be also. From this it can be shown that ifα is valid in S, then the existenc
of a function fromK ontoK ′ satisfying (i) and (ii) implies thatα is valid inS′ as well.45

The name “pseudo-epimorphism” was shortened to “p-morphism” in [222,223] an
uninformative term has been very widely adopted, even for functions that are not sur
but, in place of (ii), satisfy

(ii ′) ϕ(x)R′w implies∃z ∈K(xRz & ϕ(z)=w).

The notion was generalised by Johan van Benthem [263] to that of a “p-relation” be
models, which is itself intimately related to the concept of abisimulation relationthat has
been fundamental to the study of computational processes (see Section 7.2).

There is another explanation of why functions of this type are natural and import
the modal context. Any functionϕ :K →K ′ induces the functionϕ+ :P(K ′)→ P(K) in
the reverse direction, taking each subsetX of K ′ to its inverse image{x ∈K: ϕ(x) ∈X}.

45 A surjection between partial orderings that satisfies (i) and (ii) was defined to bestrongly isotonein de Jongh
and Troelstra 1966[50], where the notion was used to demonstrate connections between partial orderin
certain algebraic models for intuitionistic propositional logic.
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This ϕ+ is a Boolean algebra homomorphism. The conditions (i) and (ii′) are precisely
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what is required for it to preserve the operatorsfR andfR′ , and hence be a homomorphis
between themodal algebrasCm(K ′,R′) and Cm(K,R). If ϕ is surjective, thenϕ+ is
injective and so makesCm S′ isomorphic to a subalgebra ofCm S. Hence all modal-
algebraic equations satisfied byCm S will be satisfied byCm S′. But a propositiona
modal formulaα can be viewed as aterm in the language of the algebraCm S, with
α being valid in the frameS precisely when the algebraic equation “α ≈ 1” is satisfied
by Cm S. This gives another perspective on why validity is preserved by surjectiv
morphisms.

Of equal importance is the validity-preserving notion ofsubframe. This originated in
Kripke’s definition in [146] of a model structure(G,K,R) as beingconnectedwhenK =
{H : GR∗H }, whereR∗ is the reflexive-transitive closure ofR. Lemmon adapted this i
[155] to the notion of theconnected model structureSx generated fromS by an elemen
x, which is the substructure ofS based on{y: xR∗y}. He observed that a formula falsifie
by Cm S must be falsified byCm Sx for somex. Segerberg showed in [223, p. 36] th
a modelM on S can be restricted to a modelMx onSx (the submodel ofM generated
by x) in such a way that in generalMx |=y α iff M |=y α. From this it follows that any
formula valid inS will be valid in Sx , and conversely a formula valid inSx for all x
in S will be valid in S itself (as essentially observed by Lemmon). This notion ofpoint-
generatedsubstructure turned out to be the relational analogue of the notion ofsubdirectly
irreduciblealgebra. Indeed the algebraCm S is subdirectly irreducible iffS is equal to
Sx for somex, a fact that was first demonstrated by Wim Blok [18, p. 12], [19, Lem
4.1].

A frameS is asubframeof frameS′ if it is a substructure ofS′ that is closed unde
R′, i.e., if x ∈ K, then{y ∈ K ′: xR′y} ⊆ K (some authors call this a “generated” su
frame even though there is no longer any generator involved). Then the inclusion fu
ϕ :K ↪→ K ′ is a p-morphism inducingϕ+ as asurjectivehomomorphism fromCm S′
to Cm S. Since equations are preserved by surjective homomorphisms, modal-vali
preserved in passing fromS′ to the subframeS.

The disjoint union
∐

J Sj of a collection{Sj : j ∈ J } of frames also preserves validit
The construction was first applied to modal model theory inGoldblatt 1974[85] andFine
1975[70].

∐
J Sj is simply the union of a collection of pairwise disjoint copies of theSjs.

EachSj is isomorphic to a subframe of
∐

J Sj , and so the above properties of subfram
guarantee that a formula is valid in

∐
J Sj iff it is valid in everySj .

These observations about morphisms, subframes and disjoint unions form the ba
theory ofdualitybetween frames and modal algebras that is discussed in Section 6.5

6. Metatheory of the seventies and beyond

The semantic analysis of particular logics eventually gave way to investigations
nature of the relational semantics itself: the strengths and limitations of its techn
and its relationship to other formalisms, particularly first-order and monadic second
predicate logic. Some of the questions raised have yet to be answered.

Throughout Section 6 the term “logic” will always mean anormal logic.
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6.1. Incompleteness
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A logic Λ is soundwith respect to a classC of frames if every member ofC is aΛ-
frame, i.e, validates allΛ-theorems. By definitionΛ is sound with respect to the cla
Fr(Λ) of all Λ-frames. In the converse direction,Λ is completewith respect toC if any
formula that is valid in all members ofC is aΛ-theorem. For example, every normal log
is complete with respect toC = {SΛ}, whereSΛ = (KΛ,RΛ) is thecanonical frameof
Λ as defined in Section 5.1. For if a formula is valid inSΛ, then it is true in the canonica
modelMΛ onSΛ, and so is aΛ-theorem. Whether or notΛ is sound with respect toSΛ

is an important issue that will be discussed in Section 6.6.
A logic Λ is characterisedby a classC if it is both sound and complete with respect

C.Λ is completeper se if it is complete with respect to some classC of Λ-frames, in which
case it is characterised by thatC, as well as by the classFr(Λ) of all Λ-frames. It is im-
portant to recognise that a given logic may be characterised by many different class
example, S4 is characterised by each of the class of all quasi-orderings, the class o
quasi-orderings, and the class of all partial-orderings (but not thefinite partial-orderings
which characterise S4Grz as we saw in Section 5.3).

Lemmon was sufficiently taken with the power of Kripke semantics to conjecture
every normal logic is characterised by some class of relational frames [156, p. 74]. It
out that this was as far from the truth as it could be. Wim Blok showed that, in a ma
which will be explained below, “most” logicsΛ are not characterised by any class
frames, and hence areincompletein the sense that there exist formulas that are valid in
Λ-frames but are notΛ-theorems.

The first example of an incomplete logic was devised by Steve Thomason [253],
a readily described tense logic in PriorsPF-language. In addition to a set of postulates
linearly-ordered frames it has the axioms

Gp→ Fp,

Pp → P(p ∧ ¬Pp),
GFp → FGp.

The first of these is valid in a frame(K,R) only if the “endless time” condition∀x∃y(xRy)
is satisfied. The second axiom is equivalent toH(Hp → p)→Hp, which is Segerberg’
axiom W for the past modalityH . Its validity entails thatR is irreflexive. Thus ifx0 is
a point in any frame validating the first two axioms,{y: x0Ry} is an irreflexive linear
ordering with no last element. Interpretingp as a set such that both it and its complem
are unbounded in{y: x0Ry} then gives a model on the frame that falsifies the third ax
atx0. In this model the truth-value ofp alternates forever over time.

Thus Thomason’s logic is not valid on any frame whatsoever! In other words it is i
tinguishable in terms of frame-validity from theinconsistentlogic in which all formulas
are theorems. But it is not itself inconsistent, because it is satisfied by the algebra
consists of all the finite and cofinite subsets of the structure(ω,<). In this algebra the
interpretation of each formula is constrained to cease changing with time.

It proved more difficult to devise incomplete�-logics, i.e., propositional logics in
language with just one modality�. Unlike tense logic, any consistent normal�-logic is
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validated by some frame, and in fact by some one-element frame. There are two such
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structures:S◦ is the one consisting of a single reflexive point, whileS• consists of a
single irreflexive point.S◦ characterises the normal logicΛ◦ = K + (�p ↔ p) andS•
characterisesΛ• = K + �⊥, both of which aremaximallogics in the sense of having n
proper consistent extensions. Makinson [169] proved that every consistent normal�-logic
is either valid inS◦ or valid in S• and so is a sublogic of one ofΛ◦ andΛ•.

The first incomplete�-logics were found by Thomason [254] and Kit Fine [68], w
independently constructed some rather complicated examples. Later van Benthem
266] found some simpler ones. The simplest unearthed to date is the normal logi
axiom

�(�p↔ p)→ �p.

Lon Berk showed that any frame validating this formula also validates Segerberg’s
W, while Roberto Magari showed that W is not a theorem of the logic. Proofs of t
results are presented inBoolos and Sambin 1985[24].

Thedegree of incompletenessof a logicΛ was defined by Fine [68] as the number
logics that are valid in exactly the same frames thatΛ is. For any classC, the setΛC =
{α: C |= α} of all formulas validated byC is, by definition, characterised byC. If some
other logicΛ is valid in all members ofC and no other frames, thenΛ must be a prope
sublogic ofΛC , with both having degree of incompleteness� 2. The logic K has degre
1: it is the only logic valid in all frames whatsoever. AnyΛ that has degree 1 must b
complete, since it must be equal toΛC whereC is the class of allΛ-frames. Fine aske
which cardinals can occur as the degree of incompleteness of some logic, and w
there are any logics other than K that are “intrinsically complete” in the sense of h
degree 1.

Those questions were resolved in a remarkable way by Blok, who proved that any
Λ containing the axiom�p → p must have degree of incompleteness 2ℵ0, so that there
are uncountably many different logics which are indistinguishable fromΛ by the Kripke
relational semantics. The same applies wheneverΛ contains the axiom�np ↔ �n+1p for
some natural numbern. As just one illustration of this situation, consider the case ofΛ◦
itself. The only connectedΛ◦-frame is the one-element reflexive frameS◦ (and any other
Λ◦-frame is just a disjoint union of copies ofS◦). But there are uncountably many oth
(incomplete) logics whose only connected validating frame is alsoS◦.

These results were obtained in 1976–1977, and published in [19]. The report [18
gave the following complete answer to Fine’s two questions: every normal logic is e
of degree 1 or of degree 2ℵ0, and there are 2ℵ0 logics of degree 1. The degree 1 log
all have the finite model property. Moreover Blok provided a semantic characterisat
these degree 1 logics, using the notion of asplitting logic. This is a logicΛs for which
there is some other logicΛ′

s such that every logicΛ has eitherΛs ⊆ Λ or Λ ⊆ Λ′
s , but

not both. Thus the collection of all normal logics is split into the two disjoint collect
{Λ: Λs ⊆Λ} and{Λ: Λ⊆Λ′

s}. A simple example is given by puttingΛs = K + ✸� and
Λ′
s =Λ• = K +�⊥. If Λ�Λ•, then by the maximality ofΛ•, �⊥ cannot be consistentl

added toΛ, hence its negation✸� is aΛ-theorem, showing K+ ✸� ⊆Λ.
Let Λ/S be the intersection of all logics that are not validated by frameS. Then a

logic is a splitting logic iff it is equal to the logicΛ/S for some finite frameS that is
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generated from a point and hasS |= �n⊥ for somen. The last condition holds for a finite
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S iff S is circuit-free, i.e., it includes no sequence of the formx1Rx2 · · ·RxkRx1 for any
k. If Λs = Λ/S is a splitting logic, then the correspondingΛ′

s is the logic{α: S |= α}
characterised byS.

Every splitting logic is of degree 1, and is finitely axiomatisable. A logicΛ is of degree
1 if and only if it is ajoin of splitting logics, i.e., is equal to the least logic that includes
splitting logicsΛ/S for all S in some collectionC of finite generated circuit-free frame
This is the same as requiring thatΛ be the least logic not validated by any member ofC.

Blok used algebraic methods, studyingvarieties, or equationally defined classes,
modal algebras rather than normal logics directly. He applied some powerful new
niques, including the splitting notion that had been developed in lattice theory by R
McKenzie [173], and an important lemma of Jónsson [124] characterising subdirec
reducible algebras in congruence distributive varieties.

Blok’s resolution of the issue of incompleteness for Kripke semantics was announ
his abstract [17], but his report [18] giving the detailed proofs was not published. M
theoretic accounts of the results may be found in [34, Chapter 10] and [141, Chapte

The issue of the adequacy of neighbourhood semantics (see Section 5.3) was
gated in a series of papers by Martin Gerson [79–81], who showed that the two log
Thomason [254] and Fine [68], which are not characterised by their relational frame
also incomplete with respect to their neighbourhood frames. He then gave examples
mal logics that are complete under the neighbourhood semantics but not complete
class of relational frames. These possibilities can also be revealingly expressed in
of algebraic semantics, beginning with the observation that complete and atomic B
algebras are, up to isomorphism, the same thing as powerset algebras. As we o
in Section 5.3, relational frames correspond to completely additive and normal ope
on powerset algebras, while neighbourhood frames represent arbitrary operations o
algebras. Thus a logic that is incomplete for the relational semantics is one that
characterised by those of its complete and atomic algebras whose operators are com
additive and normal; while a logic that is incomplete for the neighbourhood seman
one that is not characterised by complete and atomic algebras at all.

6.2. Decidability and complexity

The finite model property does not give a universal method for proving the decida
of modal logics. Although every finitely axiomatisable logic with the finite model prop
is decidable, the converse is not true. This was shown by Dov Gabbay, building on
earlier work ofMakinson 1969[167] which had exhibited the first example of a norm
logic that lacked the finite model property. Makinson’s example is a proper sublogic o
but all of its finite algebras satisfy S4 as well.

Gabbay’s 1972 paper [75] extended Makinson’s idea to produce finitely axiomat
modal and tense logics that lacked the finite model property, but could still be sho
be decidable by appealing to a powerful result of Michael Rabin [212]. This con
the decidability of monadic second-order theories of successor functions, and has
applications. For each ordinaln with 2 � n� ω, consider the structure

Sn = (
Tn, {sm: m< n}, � , �

)
,
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where Tn is the n-ary branching tree of all finite sequences of elements of the set
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[n) = {m ∈ ω: m < n}, sm is the successor functionx �→ xm on the tree,� is the “ini-
tial segment” ordering of sequences, and� is their lexicographical ordering induced b
the natural ordering< on [n). Rabin proved that the monadic second-order theorySnS of
the structureSn is decidable. To do this he developed a theory of finite-state automat
process infinite labelled trees, and established the decidability of theemptiness problemof
whether any given automaton accepts at least one tree. The decidability ofSnS was then
reduced to this emptiness problem. It was later shown that the decision problem foSnS

is intractable: Albert Meyer [180] proved that no algorithm for deciding if a sentence
SnS can run in elementary time, i.e., time bounded by some fixed number of compos
of exponential functions.

Gabbay developed a method of coding Kripke models into the structureSω and thereby
reducing the decidability problem for certain logics to Rabin’s decidability results forSωS.
The technique is explained in Part 5 of the bookGabbay 1976[76], where it is used to
establish decidability results for many modal systems.

Gabbay’s method was later used by Cresswell [43] in adapting an incomplete logic
van Benthem 1979[266] to construct a decidable modal logic that is finitely axiomatisa
but incomplete with respect to Kripke frames (and hence lacks the finite model prop
Cresswell’s example is a proper sublogic of the logic characterised by the class o
strict linear orderings, but the two logics are validated by exactly the same frames.

For any logicΛ, the problem of deciding if a given formula isΛ-provable is the sam
as theΛ-validity problemof deciding if a given formula is true in all modelsM such that
M |= Λ. TheΛ-satisfiability problemof whether a given formula is true at some po
of someΛ-model is equivalent to the validity problem in the sense thatα is Λ-satisfiable
iff its negation¬α is notΛ-valid. Thus a deterministic algorithm that solved the valid
problem could be used to solve the satisfiability problem, and vice versa. But if non
ministic algorithms are considered, the two problems may differ as to their computa
complexity. The classic example of this concerns the set of non-modal proposition
mulas. Satisfiability of any of these can be tested in nondeterministic polynomial time
the same is not known for validity: to test the validity of a formula withn variables appear
to require examination of all 2n truth-value assignments to these variables.

To discuss this further, recall that NPTIME, or more briefly NP, is (informally) the c
of all problems that are solvable by a nondeterministic algorithm whose running tim
any execution is bounded above by some polynomial function of the length of the
co-NP is the class of problems whose complement is in NP. TheΛ-satisfiability problem
is in NP iff theΛ-validity problem is in co-NP. The satisfiability of non-modal formulas
NP-hard, meaning that any problem in NP has a polynomial-time reduction to this pro
Cook 1971[37]. TheΛ-satisfiability problem for any consistent modal logicΛ is therefore
also NP-hard. Since non-modal satisfiability itself belongs to NP, it is said to be an
completeproblem.

PSPACE is the class of problems solvable by a deterministic algorithm using an a
of space that is polynomially bounded by the length of the input. PSPACE inc
NPTIME and is closed under complementation. It is also known that anynondeterministic
polynomially space-bounded algorithm is equivalent to a deterministic one (Savitch 1970
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NP⊆ PSPACE= co-PSPACE= NPSPACE.

It is not known if the stated inclusion is proper, but it is widely believed that PSPA
complete problems are not in NP.

Richard Ladner [150] applied these concepts to determine computational compl
of some of the basic normal modal logics. He showed that the satisfiability proble
each of the logics K, T, and S4 is in PSPACE, by optimising the space requirements
decision procedures from Kripke’s [145]. Hence the provability problems for these l
is in PSPACE as well. He proved further that any problem in PSPACE has a polyn
time reduction46 to the provability problem of any normal sublogic of S4. Thus provab
for any of these logics is PSPACE-hard, and for K, T, and S4 it is PSPACE-complete
method used was to reduce toΛ-provability a known PSPACE-complete problem, nam
the validity of quantified non-modal propositional formulas.

The logic S5 is more tractable than the sublogics of S4. Ladner showed tha
satisfiability is in NP, and therefore is NP-complete. The key to this result is that S
the poly-size model property: any non-theorem is falsifiable in a model whose size
polynomial in the size of the formula. Edith Spaan [236] extended this to prove that
one of the (ℵ0 many) extensions of the logic S4.3 has the poly-size model property
has an NP-complete satisfiability problem. On the other hand Joseph Halpern and
Moses [103,104] showed that satisfiability for any logic having at least two S5-moda
is PSPACE-hard.

As to undecidability, there must be undecidable logics because there are uncou
many logics altogether but only countably many algorithms. In Thomason’s [258] an
cidable modal logic is exhibited that is finitely axiomatisable, and so cannot have the
model property. This was produced by encoding a presentation of a recursive functio
undecidable range into a model of a logic with a large number of temporal modalitie
then reducing this to a logic with one modality by methods that are described bel
Section 6.4.

The question of how undecidable a logic can be was answered by Alasdair Ur
[261] who showed that for any setX of natural numbers there exists a normal modal lo
ΛX such that the decision problem forX is reducible to that ofΛX. Urquhart used this
to construct a logic with the finite model property that has a decidable set of axiom
is undecidable. Spaan [236] showed that there are (uncountably many) undecidable
that have the poly-size model property.

Undecidability of quantificational modal logic was considered by Kripke [144] in
early application of his model theory from [142]. Whereas the first-order calculu
monadic predicates is decidable, the modal monadic calculus turns out to be undec
Kripke showed that the decision problem for provability of non-modal first-order form
in a binary predicateR, which is known to be undecidable, is reducible to that of mo

46 Actually he showed that these reductions are in “log-space”: they have a space requirement bound
logarithmic function of the length of the input. This implies a polynomial time-bound. Ladner originally pr
the reduction result for T and for S4, and subsequently used an argument of S.K. Thomason to extend
normal sublogics of S4.
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formulas in two monadic predicatesP andQ, by replacingR(x, y) by ✸(P (x) ∧Q(y)).
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This applies to any modal system which is a sublogic of the quantificational version
of [142] and which obeys certain general rules satisfied by all then known system
“probably by the vast majority of those that will be proposed in the future”.

6.3. First-order definability

Validity of a modal formulaα in a relational frameS = (K,R) is an intrinsically
second-orderconcept.α is valid when true at all points in all models onS. Since a mode
interprets each propositional variablep in α as a subset ofK, this amounts to treatingp
as a set variable, or amonadic predicatevariable. Meredith’sU -calculus associates withα
a formula(α)x in the first-order language ofS, with x as its sole free individual variable
If the propositional variables ofα arep1, . . . , pk , then regarding these as set variables
have thatα is valid inS iff S is a model of the sentence

∀p1 · · · ∀pk∀x (α)x
of the monadic second-order language of a binary predicate, i.e., the second-order la
in which all the second-order variables are monadic. This is a simple kind of second
sentence, technically known asΠ1

1 , with all its second-order quantifiers being univer
and at the front.

Some modal formulas express properties that are well-recognised as being secon
in nature. For example, Segerberg’s axiom W is valid inS iff R−1 is transitive andwell-
founded(seeBoolos 1979[22, p. 82]). However, a substantial reason for the great suc
of the relational semantics is that many logics were shown to be to be characteri
frames satisfying simplefirst-orderconditions onR, like reflexivity, transitivity, linearity
etc. To consider this phenomenon, recall that a class of relational frames is calledelemen-
tary if it is definable in first-order logic, i.e., if it is the class of all models of some se
sentences in the first-order language of a binary predicateR. A basic elementaryclass is
one that is defined by a single first-order sentence.47 A modal logic is (basic) elementary
if it is characterised by some (basic) elementary class of frames.

The Lemmon Notes provided many examples of basic elementary logics, and f
lated a conjecture about the situation, which will now be briefly described. First w
that a modal formula ispositiveif it can be built from propositional variables using on
the connectives∧, ∨, ✸, and�. If β is any positive formula with variablesp1, . . . , pk and
m= (m1, . . . ,mk) andn= (n1, . . . , nk) are anyk-tuples of natural numbers, consider t
formula

βmn :✸m1�n1p1 ∧ · · · ∧ ✸mk�nkpk → β.

Associated withβmn is a certain first-order conditionRβmn on binary relations, which ca
be read off from the formation ofβmn itself. The conjecture was that the normal log
axiomatised by addingβmn to K is characterised by the basic elementary class of fra

47 Some authors use “∆-elementary” in place of “elementary”, and “elementary” in place of “basic elem
tary”.
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satisfyingRβmn (see [156, p. 78]). This was confirmed independently by the present au-
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thor and Henrik Sahlqvist in 1973 (see [85,87] and [215]), but Sahlqvist generalise
result considerably to consider any formula of the type�n(α → β) wheren� 0,β is pos-
itive, andα is constructed from propositional variables and/or their negations using
the connectives∧, ∨, ✸, � in such a way that no positive occurrence of a variable is
subformula that has∧, ∨, or ✸ within the scope of a�. He proved that the class of fram
validating such a formula is definable by an explicit first-order sentence, and that th
sic elementary class characterises the normal logic axiomatised by adding the form
K. The result has been extensively analysed and extended to “polymodal” logics
equational classes of BAOs in general: see [51,82,126,216].

The simplest formula not covered by Sahlqvist’s scheme is

M : �✸p→ ✸�p,

commonly known as theMcKinsey axiom.48 This is the�-version of the formulaGFp →
FGp that figures as an axiom in Thomason’s incomplete tense logic. In the Lemmon
a proof was given that the normal logic S4+ M is characterised by the elementary class
all quasi-ordered frames satisfying the condition

∀x∃y(
xRy ∧ ∀z(yRz→ y = z)

)
.

Segerberg [220] then showed that this logic has the finite model property and is c
terised by the finite quasi-orders satisfying this condition. But the status of the logic K+M
remained unresolved.

It turned out that the class of all frames validating the McKinsey axiom is not
mentary, let alone basic elementary. This was proved inGoldblatt 1974[85] (Section 17),
which showed further that no elementary class can characterise the logic K+M, and indeed
any class that does characterise this logic must fail to be closed under ultraproduc
Benthem [262] gave a Löwenheim–Skolem argument to show that the class of all f
validating M is not even closed under elementary equivalence.49 On the other hand Fin
[69] proved that the logic K+ M is in some respects quite well-behaved: it has the fi
model property, so is decidable and is characterised by its (finite) validating frames.

From such examples the question naturally arises of when the collectionFr(α) =
{S: S |= α} of all frames validating the formulaα is an elementary class. To answer th
note first that the complement ofFr(α) is always closed under ultraproducts. That can
shown directly, or by observing that the complement ofFr(α) is defined by an existentia
second-order sentence

∃p1 · · ·∃pk∃x¬(α)x

48 This something of a misnomer. The system S4+ �✸p∧ �✸q —3 ✸(p ∧ q) was investigated by McKinse
[175], who called it S4.1. Sobociński [234] showed that it is the same as S4+ (�✸p → ✸�p), and renamed i
K1, since it is not a subsystem of S4.2.

49 Two structures are elementarily equivalent when they satisfy the same first-order sentences.
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of the kind (Σ1) that is always preserved by ultraproducts.50 From this it follows by the
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Keisler–Shelah characterisation of elementary classes51 that Fr(α) is elementary iff it is
basic elementary iff it is closed under ultraproducts, as deduced by this author in [85,86
But then van Benthem discovered a striking strengthening of the result:

Fr(α) is basic elementary iff it is closed under elementary equivalence.

This means that any class of the formFr(α) is quite special: if it is closed under ultrapowers
then it must be closed under ultraproducts. van Benthem’s proof was an interesting
theoretic compactness argument,52 but in his published version [264] he used instea
subsequent argument of the present author, namely that there is an injective p-morp

(∏
J

Sj

)
/F −→

(∐
J

Sj

)J

/F

of any ultraproduct of framesSj into the associated ultrapower of their disjoint un∐
J Sj , and this maps the ultraproduct isomorphically onto asubframeof the ultrapower.

SinceFr(α) is invariably closed under disjoint unions, subframes and isomorphism
desired result follows immediately from this embedding. But the argument also wor
the classFr(Λ) of all frames validating asetΛ of formulas, to show that

Fr(Λ) is elementary iff it is closed under elementary equivalence.

The study of the definability of modal formulas in predicate logic was dubbedCorrespon-
dence Theoryby van Benthem in his thesis [263], who gave further expositions of
theory in his works of [268] and [269].

6.4. Thomason’s second-order reduction

A deep investigation of the expressive power of modal semantics was made by
Thomason in a series of papers [255,257–259] reporting work, carried out in 1973
constitutes a tour de force of model-theoretical analysis in combination with coding
niques of the kind used in recursion theory. This confirmed his belief, expressed ea
[252], that

propositional modal logic (with the usual relational semantics) must be understood as a
strong fragment of (classical) second-order predicate logic.

A “logic” is taken to consist of a symbolic language together with a semantic interpre
specifying when a formula isvalid in a structure. M is the logic given by the language
propositional modal logic with the semantics based on frames(K,R) as structures, while
T is the propositional tense logic of Prior’sPF-language with structures(K,R−1,R). Each
logic determines alogical consequencerelationΓ |= α between sets of formulasΓ and

50 Chang and Keisler[35, Corollary 4.1.14].
51 Ibid., Corollary 6.1.16.
52 A discussion of van Benthems original proof is presented inGoldblatt 1999[97].
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formulasα, meaning thatα is valid in every structure in which all members ofΓ are valid.
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Thomason proved in [252] that the Compactness Theorem fails inM for this relation: there
is a case of anα which is a logical consequence of some setΓ but not of any finite subset o
Γ . In the paper [257] he showed that there is aT-formulaγ whose set{α: γ |= α} of logical
consequences is not effectively enumerable, and has a high degree of undecida
technically what is known as acompleteΠ1

1 set. Moreoverγ is categoricalin the sense
that all its connected validating structures are isomorphic. In addition, for 0�m<ω+ ω

there is a categorical formulaγm whose unique validating structure has size�m, where
�0 = ℵ0, �m+1 = 2�m , and�ω = lim{�m: m < ω}. The formulaγ describes a structur
which encodes presentations of certain recursive functions that define a completeΠ1

1 set.
The formulasγm describe structures that encode copies of the iterated powersetsω, P(ω),
P(P(ω)), . . . . The proofs of these facts are reminiscent of the arithmetisation proce
and expressibility results involved in Gödel’s incompleteness theorems, and grap
illustrate the expressive power ofT. The facts themselves are quite contrary to the situa
in first-order logic, where the logical consequences of a given sentence are effe
enumerable, and no sentence with an infinite model is categorical.

A logic L1 is said to bereducibleto a logicL2 if there exists anL2-formulaδ and an
effective transformationψ of L1-formulas toL2-formulas such that for every collectio
Γ ∪ {α} of L1-formulas,

Γ |= α iff
{
δ} ∪ {ψ(γ ): γ ∈ Γ

} |=ψ(α).

This definition captures the idea thatL1 can be regarded as a fragment of the logicL2,
and is motivated by a notion of interpretation of one first-order theory in another tha
pears inShoenfield 1967[230]. Hereδ may be thought of as describing a certain struct
with ψ(γ ) asserting thatγ is valid in that structure. In [255] it is shown that tense lo
T is reducible to modal logicM. The formulaδ used for this has the property that for a
T-structureS = (K,R−1,R) there is anM-structureS′ that contains within it definabl
copies of(K,R) and(K,R−1) in such a way that “P ” statements aboutS can be inter-
preted as “✸” statements aboutS′. Applying this reduction to the results aboutT from
[257], Thomason concludes that there is anM-formula whose set of logical consequenc
is a completeΠ1

1 set.
The full monadic second-order theoryS of a binary predicate is shown to be reduci

to M in [258]. For this purpose the logicTn of n temporal orderings is introduced. It hasn
pairs of modalitiesP1,F1, . . . ,Pn,Fn, and structures havingn binary relations and thei
inverses to interpret these connectives. It is shown that forn > 1, Tn is reducible toTn−1.
Since reducibility is a transitive relation, it follows that eachTn is reducible toT (= T1),
and hence reducible toM. This is then applied to prove the reducibility ofS. The argumen
involves defining aT15-formulaδ with the property that for each frameS = (K,R) there
is a model ofδ with 15 temporal orderings that includes within it definable copies oS;
the powersetP(K); the membership relation fromK to P(K); the set of all (codes for
S-formulas, the set of all assignments inK andP(K) to the individual and set variable
of S; and the satisfaction relation betweenS-formulas and assignments inS as a second
order model. This leads to a reduction ofS to T15, which can then be combined with th
reduction ofT15 to M to give the desired result. Thomason concludes that
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the logical consequence relation of propositional modal logic (with the Kripke relational seman-
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6.5. Duality and the calculus of class operations

The keystone constructions in the general theory of algebras are homomorphic im
subalgebras, and direct products. The famous Variety Theorem due to Garrett B
1935 [14] states that a class of abstract algebras is avariety, i.e., is definable by equation
iff it is closed under these three constructions. The standard convention in this sub
to use the lettersH, S andP for the operations that assign to each class of algebra
closure under homomorphic images, subalgebras, and direct products, respectivel
Birkhoff’s theorem states that a classA of algebras is a variety if and only ifH A⊆A and
S A ⊆ A andP A ⊆ A. A refinement due to Tarski [247,248] is that for each classA of
algebras,H S P A is the smallest variety that includesA. HenceH S P A is known as the
varietygeneratedby A.

The corresponding constructions for relational modal semantics are subfram
morphic images, and disjoint unions. As explained in Section 5.3, a p-morphismϕ :S →
S′ induces an algebraic homomorphismϕ+ : Cm S′ → Cm S, allowing us to show tha
if S is (isomorphic to) a subframe ofS′ thenCm S is a homomorphic image ofCm S′,
and ifS′ is a p-morphic image ofS thenCm S′ is (isomorphic to) a subalgebra ofCm S.
Disjoint unions of structures correspond naturally to direct products of algebras v
isomorphism

(1)Cm
∐
J

Sj
∼=

∏
J

Cm Sj

between the complex algebra of a disjoint union and the direct product of the co
algebras of its factors.

The assignmentsS �→ Cm S andϕ �→ ϕ+ form a contravariant functor from the cat
goryFrm of frames and p-morphisms to the categoryMalg of normal modal algebras an
homomorphisms. In the reverse direction there is a construction that assigns to ea
mal BAOA a certain relational structureCst A, called thecanonical structureof A, whose
points are the ultrafilters ofA. The complex algebraEm A = Cm Cst A of this structure is
thecanonical embedding algebraof A, and is isomorphic to the perfect extensionAσ , as
described in Section 3.3. The Jónsson–Tarski representation ofA amounts to the fact tha
there is an injective homomorphismA � Em A.

When applied to modal algebras, the assignmentA �→ Cst A gives rise to a contravar
ant functor fromMalg to Frm that takes each homomorphismθ :A → A′ to a p-morphism
Cst A′ → Cst A which maps each ultrafilter ofA′ to its θ -inverse image inA. These
functors provide aduality between frames and modal algebras. It is not however a
equivalence, because we do not in general haveS isomorphic toCst Cm S, or A isomor-
phic to Cm Cst A: the assignmentS �→ Cm S increases cardinality, as doesA �→ Cst A

for infinite A.
The categoryFrm is dually equivalent to the category ofcomplete and atomicmodal

algebras with
∑

-preserving homomorphisms (Thomason [256]). To obtain a catego
structures equivalent toMalg it is necessary to modify the notion of “frame”. A first a
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(K,R,H), whereH is a collection of truth-valuationsΦ on (K,R) in Kripkes sense tha
satisfies certain closure properties. That did not produce a full equivalence betwee
bras and models. A language independent-approach was taken by Thomason [25
defined a “first-order semantics” using structuresS = (K,R,P ), whereP is a collec-
tion of subsets ofK that forms a subalgebra of the full complex algebraCm(K,R). This
subalgebra is taken in place ofCm(K,R) as the algebra assigned toS. Validity in S

is defined as truth in all modelsM = (S,Φ) on S satisfying the constraint that the s
M(p)= {x: Φ(p,x)= �} belongs toP for all variablesp.

By imposing suitable restrictions onP , essentially set-theoretic versions of the con
tions (i)–(iii) of Section 3.3 that defined the Jónsson-Tarski perfect extensions, a
of “descriptive” frame(K,R,P ) is arrived at. This theory was developed inGoldblatt
1974[85], where the descriptive frames were shown to form a category dually equiv
to Malg. A topological approach to duality for closure algebras and quasi-ordering
independently investigated by Leo Èsakia [62].

Connections between relational structures and algebras can be conveniently ex
in the “calculus” of class operations. We use the symbolsS , H, andUd for the operations
of closing a class of structures under subframes, p-morphic images, and disjoint u
respectively.Pu andPw are used for closure under ultraproducts and ultrapowers, w

CmC = {A: A ∼= Cm S for someS ∈ C}
is the class of all (isomorphic copies of) complex algebras of structures in the classC. Then
the isomorphism (1) above implies thatCm Ud C = P Cm C for any classC of frames.
Similarly, the representation

(∏
J

Sj

)/
F −→

(∐
J

Sj

)J/
F

from Section 6.3 of an ultraproduct of frames as a subframe of an ultrapower of a d
union yields the conclusion that in general

Pu C ⊆ SPw Ud C.

There are numerous properties that can be express in this way using class operati
example

SHC ⊆ LSC, S Cm HC = S CmC,
S Ud C = Ud S C, PuSHC ⊆ HSPuC.

An inventory of such facts may be found in [96,98].
Dual to the formation of the algebraEm A = Cm Cst A is the association with an

structureS of its canonical extensionEx S = Cst Cm S, a structure whose points a
the ultrafilters on the underlying set ofS (henceEx S is sometimes called theultrafilter
extensionof S). There is a p-morphism

SJ /F � Ex S
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(2)Ex C ⊆ HPw C.
The proof of this requires the choice of a sufficiently saturated ultrapower ofS (see [92,
Section 3.6]) and is motivated by a model construction of Fine [70] that is discussed f
in the next section.

Duality can be used to bring methods of universal algebra to bear on relational s
tics. A notable example is the problem of characterising classes of the formFr(Λ), the
class of all frames validating a setΛ of modal formulas. The question of whenFr(Λ) is
elementary was discussed in Section 6.3. It is natural to ask, conversely, for con
under which a given elementary class of frames is equal to the classFr(Λ) for someΛ.
The following answer was given inGoldblatt and Thomason 1975[100], where theEx
construction was first introduced (see also [95, 20.6], [92, 3.7.6(2)]).

If C is an elementary class of frames, thenC is equal to Fr(Λ) for some setΛ of modal
formulas if, and only if,
(i) C is closed under disjoint unions, p-morphic images and subframes; and
(ii) the complement ofC is closed under canonical extensions, i.e., Ex S ∈ C implies

S ∈ C.

The proof applies the Birkhoff–Tarski analysis of varieties to the variety generate
Cm C, and uses the construction for (2) above to show that ifC is elementary and close
under p-morphic images then it is closed under canonical extensions.

Duality theory has been developed by this author for arbitrary relational structure
BAOs by using suitable generalisations of p-morphisms and subframes, called “b
ed” morphisms and “inner” substructures [92,96]. This provides algebraic and rela
semantics forpolymodallanguages havingn-ary connectives which generate formu
�(α1, . . . , αn) for n > 1. Most of the ideas and results we have discussed about
pleteness, canonicity, elementarity, class operations etc. carry over to this broader
and apply to cylindric algebras, relation algebras and other kinds of BAOs in addit
modal algebras. This reveals that, mathematically, much of modal semantics is ju
casen= 1 of a broader structural theory of finitary operators on lattices. A survey o
general theory is given in [98].

If Λ is a normal logic, then the classV (Λ) of modal algebras that satisfy allΛ-theorems
is a variety. Algebraic constructions inV (Λ) provide tools for studying metalogical que
tions aboutΛ, such as whether it fulfills analogues of the Beth Definability Theorem
the Craig Interpolation Theorem. This is related to amalgamation properties of algeb
V (Λ), as has been shown by Larisa Maksimova, whose article [170] gives an acco
the subject and further references to the literature.

6.6. Canonicity

A logic is calledcanonicalif it is valid in its canonical frameSΛ, in which case it is
characterised by this frame, and so is complete. Almost all proofs that a particular lo
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that imply validity ofΛ. Such a proof establishes also thatΛ is canonical, a conclusion th
is inescapable in view of the following profound results of Kit Fine [70], proven in 19

(i) If the class Fr(Λ) of all Λ-frames is closed under elementary equivalence and c
acterisesΛ (i.e.,Λ is complete), thenΛ is canonical.

(ii) If Λ is elementary(i.e., characterised by some elementary class), thenΛ is canoni-
cal.53

In fact something much stronger was proved. We have been using a language for
sitional modal logic that is based on a countably infinite set of variables, but we
consider larger languages by assuming we have available a variablepξ for each ordina
ξ . Then for a given ordinalη we can generate the setForm(η) of modal formulas hav
ing variables from the set{pξ : ξ < η}. A logic Λ as originally conceived is a subset
Form(ω), but it has a manifestationΛη ⊆ Form(η) for eachη, obtained by closingΛ un-
der uniform substitution inForm(η) whenω < η, and by puttingΛη =Λ∩ Form(η) when
η < ω. Then we can define a canonical frameSΛ

η for eachη, based on the maximall

Λη-consistent subsets ofForm(η). SΛ
η is of cardinality 2cardη. If it validatesΛη, we say

thatΛ is η-canonical.
Fine proved that under each of the hypotheses given in (i) and (ii),Λ is η-canonical

for all ordinalsη. He also gave an example of a logic that isη-canonical for allη, and
is elementary, but for whichFr(Λ) is not closed under elementary equivalence. Thus
converse of (i) is false.

The idea of the proof of (i) was to use disjoint unions to obtain a single modelM that
characterisedΛη and was based on aΛη-frame, then to viewM as a first-order model an
take asaturatedelementary extension of it that could be mapped onto the canonical f
SΛ
η by a p-morphism. This was the first application of saturated models to modal

and it motivated the construction for result (2) of the previous section. The proof o
combined it with an additional ultraproduct construction.

Canonicity of a logicΛ is intimately connected with the question of whether satis
tion of Λ is preserved by perfect extensionsEm A = Cm Cst A of algebras or canonica
extensionsEx S = Cst Cm S of frames. van Benthem [267] refined the proof of Fin
result (ii) above to show that

if a logicΛ is elementary, then the class Fr(Λ) of all Λ-frames is closed under cano
ical extensions, i.e.,S |=Λ impliesEx S |=Λ.

Another way to describe this conclusion is to say that ifAlg(Λ) is the variety (equa
tional class) of all modal algebras satisfyingΛ, then in generalCm S ∈ Alg(Λ) implies
Cm Ex S ∈ Alg(Λ). But Cm Ex S = Em Cm S, so the conclusion says thatAlg(Λ) con-

53 At the time, (i) was not recognised as a consequence of (ii). However, as explained at the end of Sectio
was later discovered that closure ofFr(Λ) under elementary equivalence implies the ostensibly stronger ass
thatFr(Λ) is elementary. So (ii) does imply (i).
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strengthened, by applying duality theory, to show thatAlg(Λ) contains the algebraEm A

for any of its membersA [92, Theorem 3.5.5]). Actually, to conclude thatAlg(Λ) is closed
under canonical embedding algebras it is enough to know thatΛ is valid in the canonica
frameSΛ

κ for all infinite cardinalsκ . This follows by duality from the fact thatSΛ
κ is

isomorphic to the canonical structureCst Aκ , whereAκ is the free algebra inAlg(Λ) on
κ-many generators, together with the fact that each member ofAlg(Λ) is a homomorphic
image of some such free algebra.

Ultimately this analysis can be generalised to any kind of Boolean algebra with o
tors, to yield the following result:

if C is any class of relational structures of the same type that is closed under ultra
ucts, then the variety of BAOs generated by the class of algebrasCm C is closed under
canonical embedding algebras.

This theorem was first formulated inGoldblatt 1989[92, Theorem 3.6.7], with a proo
that used the important result of Jónsson [124] on subdirectly irreducible algeb
congruence-distributive varieties and an obscure diagonal construction on ultrapro
An entirely different argument was given in [94] and analysed further in [96]. It use
fact (2) from the previous section, i.e.,Ex C ⊆ HPw C, and another formula,

Cst H S P CmC ⊆ SLUdPuC,
which shows how the canonical structures of algebras from the variety generated byCmC
can themselves be built from members ofC. WhenC is closed under ultraproducts, so th
Pu C = C, this takes the form

A ∈ H S P CmC implies Cst A ∈ SLUdC,
showing how canonical structures mediate between the dual operations on algeb
structures. This result in turn depends on another fundamental fact,

Pu Ub C ⊆ Ub Pu C,
which states that the ultraproduct operation commutes withboundedunions. A structure
S is the bounded union of a collection{Sj : j ∈ J } if the Sjs are all inner substructure
(subframes) ofS and their union isS itself. This notion is dual to that ofsubdirectproduct,
and indeed in the situation just described there is a subdirect product representation

Cm S �
∏
J

CmSj

of CmS induced by the surjectionsCm S � Cm Sj (see [98, Section 4.5]).
The first example of non-canonicity in the modal context occurs inKripke 1967[149],

where it is stated that Dummett’s Diodorean axiom

�
(
�(p → �p)→ �p

) → (✸�p→ �p)

is not preserved by the Jónsson–Tarski representation of modal algebras. The Mc
axiom�✸p→ ✸�p was shown not to be canonical inGoldblatt 1991[93].
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is elementary and includes all the canonical framesSΛ
η . These formulas have been ge

eralized by Maarten de Rijke and Yde Venema [51], who definedSahlqvist equationsfor
any type of BAO and showed that the structuresS whose complex algebrasCm S satisfy
such an equation form a basic elementary class. Jónsson [126] has refined the tec
of [128] to develop an elegant algebraic proof that varieties of BAOs defined by Sah
equations are closed under canonical embedding algebras.

The converse of Fine’s theorem (ii) is a perplexing open question. If true, it w
provide a satisfactory explanation of the observed connections between intension
first-order logic. But it is not known whether a logic that isω-canonical, orη-canonical
for all η, must be elementary. No counter-example has been found among the num
canonically closed varieties of modal algebras, cylindric algebras and relation alg
that have been investigated over the years. If it should turn out that everyω-canonical logic
is elementary, then it would follow from Fine’s work that everyω-canonical logic isη-
canonical for allη > ω. This is not known. All that is known is that there are logics t
areη-canonical for allη < ω, but notω-canonical.

One approach to the problem would be to show that ifΛ is valid inSΛ
ω , then it is valid

in every structure elementarily equivalent toSΛ
ω , which would imply that it is characterise

by the elementary class of all models of the first-order theory ofSΛ
ω . The appropriatenes

of that approach is demonstrated by the following result from of this author [95, (11
and [96, (4.15)]:

if a logic Λ is characterised by some elementary class, then it is characterised b
elementary class of structures elementarily equivalent toSΛ

ω .

This is a strengthening of Fine’s theorem. There are further strengthenings availa
the references just cited, and also some results in [99] about the first-order equiv
of the various canonical structuresSΛ

η , but the full relationship between canonicity a
elementarity remains a matter of conjecture.

7. Some mathematical modalities

The seed of relational semantics sown in the 1950s has grown into a tree with
branches. The most notable new dimension of activity beyond that already describ
been the application of relational modal semantics to a range of formalisms of com
tional and mathematical interest. This final section will briefly survey some studies o
kind, providing a sketch of the key ideas and a guide to the literature.

7.1. Dynamic logic of programs

Dynamiclogic was invented by Vaughan Pratt, who described its origins in [201
follows.
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languages. At the suggestion of one of the students, R. Moore, I considered applying
logic to a formal treatment of a construct due to C.A.R. Hoare, “p{a}q”, which expresses th
notion that ifp holds before executing programa, then q holds afterwards. Although I wa
skeptical at first, a weekend with Hughes and Cresswell convinced me that a most harm
union between modal logic and programs was possible. The union promised to be of i
to computer scientists because of the power and mathematical elegance of the treatmen
seemed likely to interest modal logicians because it made a well-motivated and potential
fruitful connection between modal logic and Tarski’s calculus of binary relations.54

Pratt’s idea was to assign a box-modality[π] to each programπ , with the formula[π]α
being read “afterπ , α”. Then Hoare’s construct55 p{π}q can be defined asp → [π]q ,
but more complex assertions about program correctness and termination can be for
by combining[π] with other connectives, including modalities for other programs.
connective[π] is interpreted, not as an accessibility relation between possible world
as a transition relationRπ between “possible execution states”, withxRπy when there is
an execution ofπ that starts in statex and terminates in statey. The dual modality〈π〉α,
definable as¬[π]¬α, asserts that there is an execution ofπ that terminates withα true. In
particular,〈π〉� asserts that there exists a terminating execution of programπ .

Pratt’s first paper in 1976 [199] describes a predicate language with modalities
class of programs generated from basic assignments and tests by a number of ope
including alternationπ ∪ π ′ and compositionπ;π ′. The interpreting relations for pro
grams satisfy appropriate conditions, includingRπ∪π ′ =Rπ ∪Rπ ′ andRπ;π ′ =Rπ ◦Rπ ′ .
A complete axiomatisation was presented for the language of these “loop-free” prog
and then the class ofregular programs was defined by adding theiteration constructπ∗,
with interpretationRπ∗ = reflexive transitive closure ofRπ . The universal quantifier∀x
was identified with a modality[x ← RANDOM] corresponding to a random assignm
to the variablex.

The purely propositional fragment of this language was isolated by Michael Fi
and Richard Ladner [71,72] who defined the system PDL ofpropositional dynamic logic
of regular programs. Its programs are generated from some set of atomic comman
the operations of alternation, composition and iteration. A Kripke model for PDL assi
binary relation to each atomic program, and then interprets complex programs by the
conditions onRπ∪π ′ , Rπ;π ′ andRπ∗ . Fischer and Ladner proved that this semantically
fined logic has the finite model property by a version of the filtration construction.
method produces a falsifying model for a given non-theoremα whose size is exponenti
in the length ofα. The result was used to establish an upper bound ofnondeterministic ex
ponential timefor the complexity of the satisfiability problem: there is a nondetermin
algorithm for deciding PDL-satisfiability that runs in a time bounded above by an exp
tial functioncn of the lengthn of the formula concerned (for some constantc). They also
gave a lower bound ofdeterministicexponential time for the complexity of this problem

54 The “weekend” reference is of course to the classic text of Hughes and Cresswell [121].
55 SeeHoare 1969[120].
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ity question for all formulas in time less thandn. The technique used was to construc
PDL-formula that encodes the computations of a certain kind of Turing machine tha
known to require exponential running time. The gap between these upper and lower b
was closed by Pratt [202], who used Hintikkas model sets and tableaux methods to
deterministic exponential time algorithm for deciding satisfiability/validity in PDL.

A finite axiomatisation of PDL was proposed inSegerberg 1977[226], the most notable
feature being theinductionaxiom

p → ([π∗](p → [π]p) → [π∗]p)
.

The first proof of completeness for PDL was published by Rohit Parikh [193], with o
proofs being attributed to Gabbay, Segerberg [227] and Pratt.56 The first extensive study o
quantificational dynamic logic was made in David Harel’s 1978 dissertation under P
supervision, published as [105].

Many variants of dynamic logic have been studied by varying the modelling, the
formulas, and the set of programs having associated modalities.Deterministicprograms
are modelled by requiringRπ to be a functional relation. Program predicates may be u
to express computational behaviour of particular programs, such asloop(π ), meaning tha
some execution ofπ fails to terminate, andrepeat(π ), meaning thatπ can be repeatedl
executed infinitely many times. PDL programs can be viewed as regular sets of seq
of basic commands, but allowingcontext-freesets of sequences as programs results
stronger logic that isΠ1

1 -complete and hence highly undecidable [108].
Dynamicalgebraswere introduced by Dexter Kozen and Pratt in 1979 and their s

ture and representations investigated in a number of papers.57 They comprise a “Kleene
algebra” that abstracts the algebra of regular expressions and acts as a collection
erators on a Boolean algebra. Concrete models are provided by the complex alge
Kripke models for PDL. But the relationship between the operators interpretingπ andπ∗
in the algebra of a Kripke model is not equationally expressible, and there are dy
algebras that belong to the equational class generated by the algebras of Kripke mo
are not themselves representable in such models.

Process logicwas introduced inPratt 1979[200] by interpreting a program, not as
relation between states, but as the set of possible state-sequences that can be gen
executing the program. In addition to “after”, he proposed the following modalities

throughoutπ , α: α holds at every state of any sequence generated in executingπ .
duringπ , α: everyπ -computation hasα true at some point.
π preservesα: in everyπ -computation, onceα becomes true it remains so thereafter.

Parikh [194] developed a decidable system of second-order process logic that sub
Pratt’s, and allowed quantification over states and state-sequences. Then Nishimur
combined PDL with some temporal connectives to devise a system extending Pa

56 More background on the beginnings of dynamic logic is provided inGoldblatt 1986[91].
57 SeeKozen and Tiuryn 1990[140] for references.
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Parikh [107] which was shown to be decidable by reduction to the second-order dec
ity results of Rabin [212].

The 1984 article [106] surveys the first decade of dynamic logic, and there is a f
review in the 1990 book [140].

7.2. Hennessy–Milner logic

Matthew Hennessy and Robin Milner [114,115] applied modal logic toprocess alge-
bra in a manner that is reminiscent of the Kripke modelling of PDL. They used a m
language to express assertions about transitions between processes in such a way
processes prove to be “observationally equivalent” just when they satisfy the same
properties.

A processis viewed as an agent that interacts with its environment by performing
servable actions which cause it to change its state. Processes are identified with the
so an observation changes a process into a new process. The notation〈p,p′〉 ∈ Ri means
that processp can becomep′ by performing, or participating in, the observationi. ThusRi

is a binary relation on a given setP of processes, and we envisage a collection{Ri : i ∈ I }
of such observation relations corresponding to a setI of “types of observation”. A particu
lar pair〈p,p′〉 ∈Ri represents a singler observation, and is also viewed as an “experi

performed by the observer on processp. (In subsequent literature the notationp
i→ p′ be-

came standard in place of〈p,p′〉 ∈Ri .)
The Hennessy–Milner modal language has no propositional variables, but con

formulas from the constant� by the truth-functional connectives and the modalities〈 i 〉
for i ∈ I . The box modality[ i ] is defined to be¬〈 i 〉¬. The relationp |= α, meaning
“processp satisfies formulaα”, is defined inductively, with

p |= 〈 i 〉α iff for somei-experiment〈p,p′〉, p′ |= α.

Two processes are regarded as equivalent if there is no observable action that eit
perform to distinguish them. Informally this means that to each observable action th
can perform there is an action that the other can perform which leads to an equ
outcome, so each process can “simulate” the other. Spelling this out,

p is equivalent toq if, and only if,

(i) for every resultp′ of an experiment onp, there is an equivalent resultq′ of an experiment onq;
and

(ii) for every resultq′ of an experiment onq, there is an equivalent resultp′ of an experiment onp

(Milner 1980[182], p, 41). As a definition of equivalence this appears to be circular, s
the word “equivalence” occurs on both sides of the “if and only if”. To formalise the i
a sequence of equivalence relations∼n for n � 0 is defined onP . For each relationS ⊆
P × P , define a relationE(S) by putting〈p,q〉 ∈E(S) if for every i ∈ I ,

(1) 〈p,p′〉 ∈Ri implies, for someq ′, 〈q, q ′〉 ∈ Ri and〈p′, q ′〉 ∈ S; and
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(2) 〈q, q ′〉 ∈Ri implies, for somep′, 〈p,p′〉 ∈Ri and〈p′, q ′〉 ∈ S.
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Putp ∼0 q for all p,q ∈ P , and inductivelyp ∼n+1 q if 〈p,q〉 ∈ E(∼n). Thenp andq
are defined to beobservationally equivalent, writtenp ∼ q , if p ∼n q for everyn.

Now a relationR ⊆ P × P is image-finiteif the set{p′: 〈p,p′〉 ∈ R} is finite for each
p ∈ P . Hennessy and Milner gave a logical characterisation of observational equiva
by showing that if eachRi is image-finite, two processes are equivalent iff they satisfy
same formulas:

(∗)p ∼ q iff for all formulasα, p |= α iff q |= α.

Note that the operatorE on relations ismonotonic: R ⊆ S impliesE(R) ⊆ E(S). This
property implies, by induction, that∼n+1 ⊆ ∼n, and so iteration ofE generates adecreas-
ing chain of relations

∼0 ⊇ ∼1 ⊇ ∼2 ⊇ · · · ⊇ ∼n ⊇ · · · .
Let∼ω = ⋂{∼n: n� 0} be the intersection of the chain. Then in the image-finite case∼ω

is thelargest fixed pointof the operatorE, i.e., puttingS = ∼ω gives the largest solution t
the equationS =E(S) (see [115, Theorem 2.1]). In that case〈p,q〉 ∈ S iff 〈p,q〉 ∈E(S),
legitimizing the circular definition of equivalence.

The monotonicity ofE alone is enough to guarantee thatE has a largest fixed poin
(see Section 7.4), but in the absence of image-finiteness this fixed point need not
relation∼ω. It may be a proper subrelation of∼ω that can only be reached by iteratingE
transfinitely often. Consequently this largest fixed point has become the general de
of the observational-equivalence relation∼, and it is only in the image-finite case that∼
is identified with∼ω.

This analysis indicates that standard induction on natural numbersn (applied to the re-
lations∼n) may not be effective as a method for proving equivalence of processes. In
as was first realised by David Park,58 a new kind of proof rule is called for, based on t
notion of abisimulation. This is a relationS ⊆ P ×P satisfyingS ⊆E(S), i.e.,〈p,q〉 ∈ S

implies (1) and (2) hold. The union of any collection of bisimulations is a bisimula
and so there is a largest bisimulation—the union of all of them–which turns out
the same as the largest fixed point ofE. In other words, the observational relation∼ is
the largest bisimulation on any structure(P, {Ri : i ∈ I }). It is an equivalence relation i
the mathematical sense (reflexive, symmetric and transitive) and is known asbisimulation
equivalenceor bisimilarity (Milner 1989[184]). It

admits an elegant proof technique; to showp ∼ q, it is necessary and sufficient to find som
bisimulation containing the pair〈p,q〉

(Milner 1983[183], p. 283). In the general setting, when∼ is not equal to∼ω, the same
modal-logical characterisation of bisimilarity as (∗) above can be obtained by expand

58 Information from Robin Milner, personal communication.
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The term “bisimulation” was first used inPark 1981[196] for a relation of mutual simu

lation between states of two automata, with motivation from an earlier notion of simu
of programs fromMilner 1971[181]. Park showed that if two deterministic automata
related by a bisimulation, then they accept the same set of inputs. The concept and
was systematically developed inMilner 1983[183]. It is closely related to the notion o
“p-relation” of van Benthem [263] mentioned in Section 5.3. Segerberg’s p-morphism
essentially bisimulations (between Kripke models) that are total and functional.

Process algebra is now a substantial field, with many concepts and constructio
building processes, and many important variations on the notion of observational
alence or bisimilarity (see [11]). For any given family of transition systems, i.e., sys
of observation relations, we can seek to devise modalities that generate formulas g
logical characterisation of the bisimilarity relations for those systems in the manner o∗).
This programme has been carried out for many cases. Logics for more recently dev
theories of “mobile” and “message-passing” processes are discussed inMilner et al. 1993
[185] andHennessy and Liu 1995[113]. They provide modalities that formalise compl
structural assertions, for example the formula〈c!x〉α expressing “it is possible to outp
some valuev on channelc and thereby evolve to a state in whichα[v/x] is true”.

Axiomatisations of various modal process logics may be found, inter alia, inStirling
1987 [237] andLarsen 1990[151]. Other work on modal aspects of process algebr
collected in [198].

7.3. Temporal logic for concurrency

In 1977 Amir Pnueli proposed to use temporal logic to formalising reasoning abo
behaviour ofconcurrentprograms involving a number of processors acting in parallel
sharing a memory environment, so that each can alter the values of variables used
others (see [197]). This is particularly relevant to the specification and analysis ofreactive
programs, like operating systems and systems for airline reservation or process c
that repeatedly interact with their environment and are not expected to terminate. A
a program runs, each success state is obtained by one processor being chosen to
one instruction. Thus from an initial statex0, many different sequencesx0, x1,. . . of states
may be generated depending on which processors get chosen to act at each step.

Pnueli observed that temporal modalities could be used to formulate computati
significant properties of execution sequences, such asfair scheduling(no processor is de
layed forever), freedom fromdeadlock(when none can act), and many others. He u
Prior’s future-tense modalityG (and its dualF ), but with the Diodorean reading of “at a
future states including the present”, as well as a connectiveX with the reading “at the nex
state”. The latter had first been introduced to tense logic for discrete time by Dana
(seePrior 1967 [209, p. 66]. Programs do not appear in the syntax in this approach
stead, temporal formulas describe properties of a particular execution sequence of
(concurrent) program.

The paperGabbay, Pneuli, Shelah and Stavi 1980[78] added a binary connectiveU to
this formalism, withαUβ meaning “α until β”, i.e., “β will be true, andα will be true at
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by Hans Kamp in his 1968 thesis [130]. He showed that they form anexpressively complet
set of connectives in the sense that for models in which time is a complete linear ord
all tense-logical connectives can be defined in terms of them. Gabbay et al. adapted
show thatU by itself plays a similar role for the future-tense logic of state sequences.
gave an axiomatisation for this extended logic, which they called DUX, and proved
is decidable. By way of illustration of the expressive completeness ofU , they noted tha
Fα can be defined as�Uα, and thenGα as¬F¬α, while Xα can be defined as⊥Uα.
DUX is now more commonly known as PLTL (propositional linear temporal logic).

Since there are many different execution sequences with a given starting state a
ticular sequence is just one “branch” or “path” of the “tree” of all possible future st
Considering the tree as a whole gives rise to some interesting new modalities that c
malise reasoning about future behaviour. This line was pursued by Mordechai Be
Armir Pnueli and Zohar Manna [9], defining a systemUB (theunifiedsystem ofbranch-
ing time), which combinedG andX with the symbols∀, ∃ for quantification over paths t
produce the following modal forms:

∀Gα: along all future paths,α is true at all states.
∃Gα: along some path,α is true at all states.
∀Xα: along all paths,α is true at the next state.

Dual modalities were defined by writing∃F for ¬∀G¬, ∀F for ¬∃G¬, and∃X for ¬∀X¬.
The logicUB was shown to be finitely axiomatisable and have the finite model prop
using semantic tableaux methods. It was also stated that, in contrast to PLTL, no t
ral language for branching time with a finite number of modalities could be express
complete, this theorem being credited to Gabbay.

Theuntil connectiveU was added toUB by Edmund Clarke and Allen Emerson [36]
define the system CTL of Computation Tree Logic, which was axiomatised and sho
have the finite model property by Emerson and Joseph Halpern [58]. CTL has the lim
that the path quantifiers∀ and∃ are tied to a single linear-time state quantifier (modal
as in the forms∀G, ∃F , or a single instance ofU as in∃(αUβ) etc. It does not allow a
combination like∃GFα, expressing “there is a path along whichα is true infinitely often”,
a property of relevance to fair scheduling conditions. Emerson and Halpern [57,59] d
a new system CTL* that allows such formations. It distinguishes betweenstate formulas,
which are true or false at each state, andpath formulas, which are true or false of eac
path. The path formulas include the state formulas and both categories are closed
the truth-functional connectives. Ifα,β are path formulas thenαUβ , Gα andXα are path
formulas, while∀α and∃α are state formulas.∀α (respectively∃α) is true at states iff α
is true of all (respectively some) paths that start ats.

In addition to being more expressive than CTL, CTL* is more complex. Whereas CT
and PDL are decidable by algorithms that run in deterministic exponential time, the
plexity of CTL* is that of deterministicdoublyexponential time. The lower bound he
was established by Moshe Vardi and Larry Stockmeyer [270], and the upper bou
Emerson and Charanjit Jutla [60,61]. Methods from tree automata theory are used to
decidability results in this context. Models can be viewed as infinite branching trees
least can be “unravelled” into such tree structures. Associated with each formulaα is an
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problem for many logics can be reduced to theemptinessproblem for automata on infinit
trees that was shown to be decidable inRabin 1969[212] (see Section 6.2). This techniq
was first developed in the 1980 Masters thesis of Robert Streett (see [241]) who us
prove the decidability of PDL with therepeat construct.

The logic CTL* was defined semantically, and a sound and complete axiomatisat
it was hard to find. Eventually one was provided by Mark Reynolds [214].

A property of paths not expressible in linear time logic, or even in CTL* , is that a
formula be true at everyevenstate along the path (and possibly at others). Sets of sequ
that have this property can be generated by formal grammars, or characterised by
state automata that process infinite strings. Pierre Wolper [275] showed that any r
grammar gives rise to a temporal connective creating formulas that are true just o
generated by that grammar in a certain way. He also showed that the linear time conn
G, F , X andU can each be expressed by such a grammar, and dubbed this formalis
for “extendedtemporal logic”. The idea can be applied to branching time systems
leads to a logic ECTL* into which CTL* can be translated (seeThomas 1989[251]).

Surveys of computational temporal logic, and its various applications to reasoning
programs, are given in [55] and [238].

A different kind of use of modalities of the branching-time type was made by G
Winskel [274] in constructingpowerdomains. These structures arise in the denotational
mantics of programs, and are intended to proved domain-theoretic analogues of pow
In dynamic logic a non-deterministic program is modelled as a binary transition relatR

on a setS of possible program states. Alternatively this can be viewed as a function
S to its powersetP(S), taking each statex ∈ S to the set{y: xRy} of states that can b
reached by different possible executions of the program. Analogously, given a domD,
a non-deterministic program may be modelled as a function fromD to its powerdomain.

There are several different powerdomain constructions, and Winskel shows how to
them out of formulas of some modal languages associated withD. This involves tree-like
models of the languages that represent certain computations. For the “Smyth” pow
main a modality� is used that it read “inevitably”.�α has the same meaning in the
models as the CTL-modality∀Fα, i.e., along every future path there is a state at wh
α holds. The construction of the “Hoare” powerdomain uses✸, for “possibly”, with ✸α

meaning that there is a future path withα true somewhere, i.e.,∃Fα. For the “Plotkin”
powerdomain, both of these modalities are involved.

7.4. The modalµ-calculus

Mathematics and computer science abound with concepts and objects that are
recursively, or self-referentially. Many of these have an elegant formulation as speciafixed
pointsof certain operations. Theµ-calculusLµ of Kozen [136,137] admits formulas th
are interpreted as fixed points, and is expressively more powerful than any of the
program logics considered above.

Let Θ :P(S) → P(S) be an operation on the powerset of a setS. Tarski applied the
term “fixpoint” to any subsetT of S such thatΘ(T )= T . If Θ is monotonicin the sense
thatT ⊆ T ′ impliesΘ(T )⊆Θ(T ′), thenΘ has aleastfixpointµΘ and agreatestfixpoint
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⋂{

T ⊆ S: Θ(T )⊆ T
}
,

νΘ =
⋃{

T ⊆ S: T ⊆Θ(T )
}
.

The fact thatΘ has a fixpoint was first shown by Tarski and B. Knaster in 1927. In 1
Tarski generalised this to any monotonic function on a complete lattice, showing th
fixpoints also form a complete lattice, with greatest and least elements specified by
tice versions of the definitions just given (seeTarski [249] for this historical background)

Pratt [203] introduced the idea of using a “minimisation” operator in a PDL-like con
but interpretedµ as aleast rootoperator rather than a least fixpoint one. He develop
language of terms intended to denote elements of a Boolean algebra, with a term
form µQ.τ(Q) interpreted as the least solution of the equation “τ (Q) = 0”. A syntactic
restriction was imposed onτ to ensure that at least one solution exists. A translatio
PDL into the resulting calculus was given, and the system was shown to have the
model property by a refinement of the McKinsey method. A deterministic expone
time algorithm was given for the problem of deciding satisfiability terms.

Pratt’s work provided the inspiration for Kozen’s development of the calculusLµ,
whose language is generated from some collectionΠ of atomic programs (or action label
π . Lµ-formulas are constructed from propositional variables using the truth-funct
connectives, the modalities[π] and〈π〉 for π ∈Π , and the constructionsµp.α andνp.α,
wherep is a propositional variable andα is a formula. The operationsµp andνp func-
tion like quantifiers, binding occurrences ofp in α. µp.α andνp.α are only allowed to
be formed whenα is positivein the sense that all free occurrences ofp in α are within
the scope of anevennumber of negations¬. This condition is satisfied for instance b
any formula constructed from variables using only�, ⊥, ∧, ∨, [π], 〈π〉, µp andνp. The
“binder” ν is definable in terms ofµ by takingνp.α as¬µp.¬α(¬p/p). Vice versa,µ
could be defined in terms ofν.

An Lµ modelM= (S, { π→: π ∈Π},Φ) is just like a Kripke model for dynamic logic
or a labelled transition system for Hennessy–Milner logic augmented by a valuatΦ

to interpret the variablesp. M gives each formulaα the interpretationM(α) = {x ∈
S: M |=x α}. If α contains the variablep, then varying the interpretation ofp causes the
interpretation ofα to vary, and in this wayα induces an operation onP(S). To make this
precise, forT ⊆ S let Mp:=T be the model that is identical toM except in interpretingp
asT , i.e.,Mp:=T (p)= T . Then the operation induced byα onP(S) relative toM is the
function

ΘM
α :T �−→Mp:=T (α).

If α is positive, thenΘα is monotonic. Assuming inductively thatΘα has been specified
M(µp.α) andM(νp.α) are defined to be the least and greatest fixpointsµΘM

α andνΘM
α

given by the Tarski-Knaster Theorem.
The meaning ofµp.α andνp.α for particularα can be hard to fathom, but it helps

think of them as solutions of the equation “p = α” and repeatedly replacep by α in α

itself. It turns out thatµp.(α ∨ 〈π〉p) has the same interpretation in a model as the P
formula〈π∗〉α, whileνp.(α∧[π]p) has the same meaning as[π∗]α. Alsoµp.〈π〉p is true
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of the formularepeat(π). Using these observations it can be shown that the logic
with therepeat construct has a simple translation into theµ-calculus.

A CTL-model can be viewed as anLµ-model with a single transition relation
π→, and

with a path being a sequencex0
π→ x1

π→ ·· · in the model. CTL translates intoLµ by
translating∃(αUβ) asµp.β ∨ (α ∧ 〈π〉p) and∀(α Uβ) asµp.β ∨ (α ∧ [π]p ∧ 〈π〉�).
TheLµ-formulaνp.α ∧ [π][π]p means “along all paths,α is true at every even state”,
property expressible in ECTL* but not CTL* . Mads Dam [47] has constructed algorithm
for translating both CTL* and ECTL* intoLµ.

Kozen proposed a finite axiomatisation ofLµ which, for the binderµ, has the axiom
schema

α(µp.α/p)→µp.α

and the inference rule:

from α(β/p)→ β infer (µp.α)→ β if p is not free inβ.

Validity of the axiom follows from the fact thatT = µΘM
α is a solution of the “inequal

ity” Θ(T )⊆ T , and soundness of the rule is due toµΘM
α being the least such solutio

Kozen was able to prove the completeness of a limited fragment ofLµ for which he also
showed the finite model property and an exponential time decision procedure. The fLµ

was proved decidable by Kosen and Parikh [139] by reduction to RabinsSnS. Streett and
Emerson [242,243] used tree automata to improve this to a deterministic triple-expo
time decision algorithm and establish the full finite model property. Emerson and
[60,61] sharpened the complexity result further to a deterministic exponential time
rithm, which is the best possible result since it is the lower bound for PDL and ther
for theµ-calculus. Kozen [138] gave a different proof of the finite model property u
techniques from the theory of well-quasi orders, and proved a completeness theor
Lµ using an infinitary rule of inference.

The problem of whetherLµ is complete for Kozen’s originally proposed axiomatisat
proved challenging, and remained open for some time. It was eventually solved
affirmative by Igor Walukiewicz [272,273].

The formalism of theµ-calculus originates in some unpublished notes of Jaco de Ba
and Dana Scott from 1969. Kozen’s inference rule derives from the Fixpoint Inductio
of Park 1969[195]. Another early independent formulation of a modal program logic w
a greatest and least fixpoint operators appears inEmerson and Clarke 1980[56]. For a
recent survey of the field of modalµ-calculi, seeBradfield and Stirling[26].

7.5. Solovay on provability in arithmetic as a modality

Let PA be the first-order system of Peano Arithmetic that is the subject of Göde
completeness theorems, and letPA� σ signify that sentenceσ is provable inPA. Gödel
showed that this notion can be “arithmetised” and expressed in the language ofPA itself.
There is aPA-formulaBew(v) with one free variablev such that in generalPA� σ iff the
sentenceBew(�σ	) is true (i.e., true of the standardPA-model(ω,+, ·,0,1) ). Here�σ	
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is the numeral for the Gödel number ofσ . Now all PA-provable sentences are true, so for
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Bew
(
�σ	

) → σ

is true. But it is not alwaysPA-provable, a fact which is a manifestation of the first i
completeness theorem. Gödel gave an example of this in 1933 [84] in observing tha
modality “provable” is taken to mean provable inPA then some principles of S4 do n
hold:

For example,B(Bp→ p) never holds for that notion, that is it holds for no systemS that contains
arithmetic. For otherwise, for example,B(0 �= 0)→ 0 �= 0 and therefore also¬B(0 �= 0) would
be provable inS, that is, the consistency ofS would be provable inS.

Provability inS of the consistency ofS would contradict the second incompleteness th
rem.

The question therefore arises as to which modal principles do hold if� is read as “PA-
provable”. To make this precise, define arealisationto be a functionφ assigning to each
propositional variablep somePA-sentencepφ . This extends inductively to all modal fo
mulas by taking�φ to be(0= 0), realising the non-modal connectives as themselves
defining

(�α)φ := Bew
(
�αφ	

)
.

A modal formulaα is PA-valid if PA� αφ for every realisationφ. The question become
that of determining which modal formulas arePA-valid.

The set of allPA-valid formulas is a normal logic, known as G (for Gödel).59 To show
that it is normal it is necessary to verify that the following hold in general:

PA� Bew
(
�σ → σ ′	

) → Bew
(
�σ	

) → Bew
(
�σ ′	

);
If PA� σ, thenPA� Bew

(
�σ	

)
.

These results were distilled by Martin Löb in 1955 [160] from properties ofBewthat were
established inHilbert and Bernays 1939[116]. Löb then proved

PA� Bew
(
�σ	

) → Bew
(
�Bew

(
�σ	

)
	
)
,

which shows that�p → ��p is PA-valid and hence a G-theorem. However the other
axiom�p→ p is notPA-valid, and indeed not even the formula�⊥ → ⊥ is aG-theorem,
since(�⊥ → ⊥)φ is

Bew
(
�0 �= 0	

) → 0 �= 0,

which is notPA-provable by Gödels reasoning above.
Robert Solovay [235] demonstrated that G is identical to Segerbergs logic K4W

cussed in Section 5.3, which is characterised by the class of finite strictly ordered

59 Also known as GL for Gödel–Löb.
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follows from an answer given in [160] to a question raised by Leon Henkin in 1952 a
the status of sentences that assert their own provability. AnyPA-formulaF(v) hasfixed
points: sentencesσ for which

PA� σ ↔ F
(
�σ	

)
(this is usually called theDiagonalisation Lemma). A fixed point ofBew(v) has

PA� σ ↔ Bew
(
�σ	

)
so is equivalent to the assertion of its own provability. Must it in fact be provable?61 Löb
answered this in the affirmative by proving that

if PA� Bew
(
�σ	

) → σ, thenPA� σ.

Equivalently, ifBew(�Bew(�σ	)→ σ	) is true then so isBew(�σ	), i.e., the sentence

Bew
(
�Bew

(
�σ	

) → σ	
) → Bew

(
�σ	

)
is true. But more strongly it can be shown that this sentence isPA-provable for anyσ ,
includingσ = αφ , giving thePA-validity of W.

Solovay’s completeness theorem for G is a remarkable application of the machin
arithmetisation and recursive functions to show that any finite strictly ordered frame(K,R)

can be “embedded into Peano Arithmetic”. A recursive functionh :ω →K is defined that
is in fact constant, but which cannot be proven to be constant inPA. Each elementx of K
is represented by a sentenceσx expressing “limn→∞ h(n)= x”. This sentence is consiste
with PA, i.e.,PA ¬σx . The construction has a flavour of self-referential paradox sim
to that of Gödels incompleteness proof, because the sentencesσx are used to define th
functionh itself. But that is resolved by some version of diagonalisation.62 The structure
of the orderingR is represented inPAby the fact that ifxRy then

PA� σx → ¬Bew
(
�¬σy	

)
,

and if notxRy then

PA� σx → Bew
(
�¬σy	

)
.

Any modelM on this frame determines a realisationφ by putting

pφ = ∨{σx : M |=x p}.
Then the truth conditions inM arePA-representable by the fact that for any modal f
mulaα,

60 The axiom 4:�p → ��p is not needed in formulating this logic. It is deducible from W, as was sh
independently by several people, including de Jongh, Kripke and Sambin.

61 This is a generalisation of Henkin’s question: seeSmoryński 1991[233] for discussion.
62 Solovays argument used Kleene’s Recursion Theorem on fixed points in the enumeration of partial re

functions.
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if M �|=x α thenPA� σx → ¬αφ and soPA� αφ → ¬σx .

SincePA ¬σx , the last case givesPA αφ , showingα is not PA-valid. Therefore any
PA-valid formula must be true in all models on finite strictly ordered frames, and ther
be a G-theorem.

A modal formulaα is calledω-valid if αφ is true for all realisationsφ. The set G* of all
ω-valid formulas is a logic that includes G, but also includes�p → p, sinceBew(�σ	)→
σ is always true. However Gödels example shows thatBew(�Bew(�⊥φ	)→ ⊥φ 	) is not
true, so G* does not contain�(�p → p), and therefore is not a normal logic. Solov
extended his analysis of G to prove that G* can be axiomatised by taking all theore
G and instances of�α → α as axioms, and detachment as the only rule of inference.

Another natural reading of� in this context is “true and provable”, formalised by mo
ifying the definition of realisation to

(�α)φ := αφ ∧ Bew
(
�αφ	

)
.

The fact that “provable” implies “true” might make it seem that “true and provable” ha
same status as “provable”, but this is not so because of the existence of true but unp
sentences ofPA. In general,Bew(�σ	) is PA-provable iffσ ∧ Bew(�σ	) is PA-provable,
and the two are equivalent in the sense that

Bew
(
�σ	

) ↔ σ ∧ Bew
(
�σ	

)
is true, but this equivalence is not itselfPA-provableunlessσ is, by Löbs theorem.

The modal logic of formulasPA-valid under this modified realisation turns out to be
system S4Grz characterised by finite partial orderings (see Section 5.3). This was pr
Goldblatt 1978[88] by showing that replacing�α byα∧�α gives a proof-invariant trans
lation of S4Grz into G, and then applying Solovays theorem for G.63 Since the intuitionistic
propositional calculus IPC can be translated into S4Grz (by the result of Grzegorczyk
tioned in Section 5.3), these translations can be composed to obtain a translationα �→ ατ

of propositional formulas into modal formulas such thatα is provable in IPC iffατ is
PA-valid. In factατ is PA-valid iff it is ω-valid [88, Theorem 5].

Research into the modal logic of provability since the 1970s has contributed mu
our understanding of the phenomena of self-reference and diagonalisation that und
incompleteness ofPAand other systems. An account of the origins of the subject has
given by George Boolos and Giovanni Sambin [25], and extensive expositions are pr
in the books of Boolos [22,23] and Craig Smoryński [232]. The most recent survey is th
of Giorgi Japaridze and Dick de Jongh [123].

7.6. Grothendieck topology as intuitionistic modality

By composing his semantic analysis of S4 with the McKinsey–Tarski translation o
into S4, Kripke [147] derived a relational model theory for intuitionistic logic based

63 The result was independently found by A. Kuznetsov and A. Muzavitski (Abstracts of Reports of the Fourt
All-Union Conference on Mathematical Logic, Kishiniev, 1976, p. 73, in Russian).
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terpreted the members ofK informally as “evidential situations” temporally ordered byR.
His paper presented a semantics forpredicatelogic, proving completeness by the meth
of tableaux64. It also showed that attention can be confined to structures that are pa
ordered, i.e., antisymmetric as well. By identifying elementsx, y ∈K wheneverxRy and
yRx we pass to a partially ordered quotientS′ which validates the same intuitionistic fo
mulas asS. More strongly, any model onS has an equivalent model onS′. This contrasts
with the modal semantics on these structures: it can happen thatS′ validates the moda
axiom Grz whileS does not (see Section 5.3).

Segerberg [221] studied the propositional fragment of this model theory, using
partially ordered frames from the outset. He constructed canonical models and a
the filtration method to prove the finite model property for a number of logics, inclu
some that are weaker than or independent of IPC. The fact that IPC is characterised
finite partially ordered frames, which also characterise S4Grz under the modal sem
provides a clear picture of why IPC translates into S4Grz and not just S4.

Here is a brief description of the relational models for IPC. Given a partial orde
S = (K,�), a subsetX of K will be calledincreasingif it is closed “upwards” under the
ordering, i.e., wheneverx ∈ X andx � y, theny ∈ X. The definition of a modelM =
(S,Φ) requires that the set{x ∈ K: Φ(p,x) = �} be increasing for all propositiona
variablesp. Formally this requirement is dictated by the modal translation ofp as�p,
while informally it conveys the idea that oncep is established as true in a given eviden
situation then it remains true in the future. The truth conditions for implication and neg
are

M |=x α → β iff for all y � x, if M |=y α thenM |=y β,

M |=x ¬α iff for all y � x, notM |=y α.

The modelling of∧ and∨ is as for classical logic. By induction it is demonstrable that
each formulaα the setM(α)= {x ∈K: M |=x α} is increasing.

The topological and algebraic modellings of IPC from Section 3.2 are in evidence
The increasing sets form a topology onK, and the associated Heyting algebra of open
satisfies a formulaα iff α is valid in S, i.e., iff M(α) = K for all modelsM on S. At
the same timeα is valid inS iff it is satisfied by the Brouwerian algebra ofclosedsubsets
of this space, with the least element∅ of the algebra being designated. This follows fro
properties of the set

M(α)= {x ∈K: notM |=x α}
of points at whichα fails to hold in modelM. M(α) is closed, being the complement
the open setM(α), and takes the designated value∅ iff α is true in the modelM. These
“falsity sets” can be reconstructed by applying the Brouwerian operations that corre
to the propositional connectives:

M(α ∧ β)=M(α)∪M(β)

64 An extension of intuitionistic predicate logic that is incomplete for Kripke’s semantics was found b
roakira Ono [192], and an incomplete extension of intuitionistic propositional logic was obtained by Va
Šhehtman [228].
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M(α → β)= M(α)÷M(β)

M(¬α)=M(α)÷K.

This analysis accounts for the dual nature of the Brouwerian algebraic semantics.
Modal systems based on intuitionistic logic typically take� and ✸ as independen

connectives that are not interdefinable using¬. Logics of this kind, using one or both o
� and✸, have been studied by a number of authors, for a variety of philosophica
technical motivations, beginning with a paper published by F.B. Fitch in 1948 [73].
history of much of this work is reviewed in the 1994 dissertation of Alex Simpson [
Section 3.3]. Here we will consider another system which has a particular mathem
significance associated with topos theory.

A topos is a categoryE that may be thought of, roughly speaking, as a model of i
itionistic higher order logic or set theory. It includes a special entityΩ , theobject of truth
values, with morphisms

(3)∩,∪, ⇒ :Ω ×Ω →Ω, ¬ :Ω →Ω

satisfying categorical formulations of the laws of Heyting algebra. A “global elemen
Ω is a morphism of the form 1→Ω , where 1 is the terminal object ofE . In the category
Set of all sets and functions 1 is a one-element set and morphisms 1→ X correspond
precisely to actual elements of the setX. Thus global elements ofΩ in a topos are also
calledtruth values. The morphisms (3) induce operations on the collectionE(1,Ω) of truth
values that make it into a Heyting algebra, which is just the two-element Boolean a
in the case ofSet. But for each topological spaceS there exists a topos in whichE(1,Ω)

is (isomorphic to) the Heyting algebraO(S) of open subsets ofS.
Grothendieck generalised the notion of a topology on a set to that of a topology

category, by generalising the notion of an open covering of a set. He used this as
on which to formulate sheaf theory. Lawvere and Tierney showed that the theory co
developed axiomatically by starting with a toposE having a morphismj :Ω →Ω , called
a topology onE , satisfying properties that allow the construction of a certain sub-top
“j -sheaves”. The pair(E, j) will be called asite. The axioms forj are categorical version
of the requirement that an operation on a lattice be

multiplicative: j (x ·y)= jx · jy,
idempotent: j (jx)= jx, and
inflationary: x � jx.

In the 1970 address at which he first announced this new theory Lawvere [152] state

A Grothendieck “topology” appears most naturally as a modal operator of the nature “it is lo
the case that”.

Intuitively, a property holdslocally at a pointx of a topological space if it holds at a
points “near” tox, or throughout some neighbourhood ofx. Alternatively, a property hold
locally of an object if it is covered by open sets for each of which the property holds
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Define alocal operator65 on a Heyting algebraH to be any operationj that is multi-

plicative, idempotent and inflationary, and call the pairA = (H, j) a local algebra. The
general theory of these algebras has been studied by Donald Macnab [164,165
showed that local operators can be alternatively defined by the single equation

(x ⇒ jy)= (jx ⇒ jy).

Any local algebra is a candidate for modelling a modal logic based on the intuitio
calculus IPC. Sincej is multiplicative and hasj1= 1, this will be anormal logic when�
is interpreted asj , but there has been some uncertainty as to whether a modality mo
by j is of universal or existential character. Note that a local operator has a mixtu
the properties of topological interior and closure operators. It fulfills all of the axiom
an interior operator exceptIx � x, satisfying instead the inflationary condition which
possessed by closure operators. But topological closure operators are additive (C(x+ y)=
Cx + Cy), a property not required ofj .

Let J be the set of all modal propositional formulas satisfied by all local algebras
1 designated. The proof theory and semantics (algebraic, relational, neighbourhood
theoretic) of this logic was investigated inGoldblatt 1981[90] where the symbol∇ was
used in place of�. It was shown thatJ can be axiomatised by adding to the axioms a
rules for IPC the three axioms

∇(p → q)→ (∇p → ∇q),
∇∇p → ∇p,
p → ∇p.

The last axiom allows derivation of the rulefromα infer ∇α. There are a number of alte
native axiomatisations ofJ , one of which is to add to IPC the axioms

(p → q)→ (∇p → ∇q),
∇∇p → ∇p,
∇�.

As Macnab’s characterisation of local operators suggests,J can also be specified by th
single axiom

(p → ∇q)↔ (∇p → ∇q).
In the presence of classical Boolean logic, the middle axiom∇∇p → ∇p in the first group
is deducible from the other two, and the logic becomes the rather uninteresting s
K+(p → ∇p) whose only connected validating frames are the two one-element fr
S• andS◦ (see Section 6.1). But in the absence of the law of excluded middle we h
modal logic with many interesting models. In particular it has relational models bas

65 Also known in the literature as a “nucleus”.
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ordering ofK and≺ is a binary relation interpreting∇ as a universal quantifier in th
familiar way:

M |=x ∇α iff M |=y α for all y such thatx ≺ y.

To ensure thatM(∇α) is �-increasing it is required thatx � y ≺ z implies x ≺ z. The
logic J is characterised by the class of such frames in which≺ is a subrelation of�
that isdensein the sense thatx ≺ y implies ∃z(x ≺ z ≺ y). There is a canonical fram
SJ of this kind that characterisesJ , and the logic also has the finite model prope
with respect to such frames. In addition there is a characterisation ofJ by neighbourhood
frames(K,�,N) (see Section 5.3), whereNx is a filter in the lattice of�-increasing
subsets ofK, and the following conditions hold:

x � y impliesNx ⊆Ny,

{y: x � y} ∈Nx,

{y: U ∈Ny} ∈Nx impliesU ∈Nx.

If ∇α is definedto be the formula¬¬α, then the axioms ofJ become theorems of IPC
Lawvere [152] observed that

There is a standard Grothendieck topology on any topos, namely double negation, which
appropriately put into words as “it is cofinally the case that”.

Now if Y andZ are subsets of a partially ordered set(K,�), thenZ is cofinal withY if
every element ofY has an element ofZ greater than it, i.e.,

∀y ∈ Y ∃z ∈Z y � z.

The Kripke modelling of IPC has

M |=x ¬¬α iff M(α) is cofinal with{y: x � y},
which explains Lawvere’s interpretation of double negation as a modality. On the
braic level, puttingj (x)= −−x in a Heyting algebraH defines a local operator whose s
{x: −−x = x} of fixpoints is aBooleansubalgebra ofH. On the categorical level, puttin
j = ¬ ◦ ¬ defines a topology on any toposE for which the associated subtoposE¬¬ of
sheaves is a model of classical Boolean logic. These constructions are mathematic
ifestations of thedouble-negation translationof classical propositional calculus into IP
originating in a 1925 paper of Kolmogorov [135], which works by inserting¬¬ in front of
each subformula.

For any partially-ordered setS = (K,�) there is a toposES whose objects are ce
tain “set-valued functors”(P,�) → Set, and whose algebraES(1,Ω) of truth values is
isomorphic to the Heyting algebra of all increasing subsets ofS. In the case thatS is an
appropriate set of “forcing conditions”, the topos(ES)¬¬ of “double-negation sheaves
becomes a model showing that the continuum hypothesis (for example) is indepen
the axioms for topos theory including classical logic (seeTierney 1972[260]).
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If j :Ω → Ω is a Lawvere–Tierney topology on toposE , then the site(E, j) can be
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used to interpret modal formulas as truth values 1→Ω in E . The morphismj induces a
local operatorf �→ j ◦ f on the Heyting algebraE(1,Ω) of truth values inE . If a formula
is satisfied by the resulting local algebra then it is said to bevalid in the site(E, j).

The modal formulas that are valid in all sites are precisely theJ -theorems. This is
shown inGoldblatt 1981[90] by the construction out of anyJ -frameS = (P,�,≺) of a
particular site(ES, jS) that validates exactly the same modal formulas as doesS. ES is
the topos of functors(P,�)→ Set as above. The relation≺ is used to definejS. Applying
this construction to the canonical frameSJ produces acanonical sitethat characterise
the logicJ .

It is possible to study topoi from a logical perspective, building these categories
the syntactic and proof-theoretic machinery of formal languages of types. By incl
aJ -style modality in these languages the Lawvere–Tierney sheaf categories can b
structed in such a way. This approach to the theory of sheaves and topoi has been de
by John Bell [8].

There have been several independently motivated introductions of versions of th
temJ . A Gentzen-style calculus studied by Haskell Curry in 1952 [46] for proof-theo
purposes has rules for a possibility modality✸ that gives a variant ofJ when✸ is identi-
fied with∇. Recently the logic has re-emerged in a different guise as the Proposition
Logic (PLL) of Matt Fairtlough and Michael Mendler [65,66]. This is a system base
intuitionistic logic that is intended to formalise reasoning about the behaviour of hard
devices, like circuits, subject to certain “constraints”. A modality© is used, with©α hav-
ing the intuitive interpretation “ for some constraintc, α holds underc”. This appears to be
anexistentialreading of the modality, but the authors suggest that© “has a flavour both
of possibility and necessity”. Their proposed axioms are

(p → q)→ (©p → ©q),

© © p→ ©p,

p → ©p,

showing that the system is indeed a version ofJ with © in place of∇. They give a
relational semantics for PLL using structures(K,�,R) with R being a quasi-ordered su
relation of�. The connective© is interpreted by theuniversal-existentialclause

M |=x ©α iff for all y � x there existsz such thatyRz andM |=z α.

It is shown that(K,�,R) validates the same formulas as theneighbourhoodJ -frame
(K,� N) of the above kind, where a�-increasing setU is a neighbourhood ofx (i.e.,
U ∈Nx ) iff

for all y � x there existsz such thatyRz andz ∈U.

In other words,U ∈Nx iff U isR-cofinal with{y: x � y}.
Yet another manifestation ofJ is the CL-logic of Nick Benton, Gavin Bierman an

Valeria de Paiva [10]. This is designed to analyse a typed lambda calculus, due to E
Moggi [186], which gives a denotational semantics for programs using a construcT

that produces atype of computations. The denotation of a program computing values
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typeA is itself an element of the typeT A. The CL-logic is an intuitionistic propositiona
calculus corresponding to this type system, and has a “curious possibility-like modal✸”
corresponding to the type constructorT . The axioms given for✸ are

✸p → ((p → ✸q)→ ✸q),

p → ✸p,

again equivalent to the axiomatisation ofJ when✸ is identified with∇.
Double negation constitutes just one way of combining non-modal connectives to

a modality fulfilling theJ axioms. Other possibilities are to define∇α to be any ofβ ∨α,
β → α, or (β → α) → α, whereβ is some fixed (but arbitrary) formula. Peter Aczel
has studied the interpretation of∇α as the second-order formula∀p((α → p)→ p), where
the variablep ranges over all propositions. He calls this the “Russell–Prawitz moda
because of its relevance to certain definitions of the connectives∧, ∨, ¬, ∃ in terms of
→ and∀ that were introduced by Bertrand Russell and later shown by Dag Prawitz
derivable as equivalences in second-order intuitionistic logic.
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